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Introduction
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Research on Reasoning and

Logical Thinking

Definitions of reasoning br logical thinking tend to be vague. Logicians

generally providq a definition of logical thintang.that refers to "correct or

incorrect" thinking (Copi, 1961), or finding conclusions "on the basis of

reasons" (Angell, 1964). Such definitions imply an interest in discovering

truth aad validity. .Psychologists' definitions reflect an interest in the

.
processes of thought. For example, Nolen (1976) defines logic as thought that -.

conforns to some forvialized.rules. It is the rules that are of ,concern, not

the truth, or validity of the thinking.

Furthcr, psychologists and philosophers' have long recognized) that a- person's

logicol thinking can be faulty. In keeping with their primary focuses, logicians

have been interested in diScovery and elimination of Taulty reasoning (e.g., nnis,

1975), while psychologists have been interested in studying the nature of correct

and incorrect responses (Evans, 1972; Falmagne, 1975; Nolen, 1976; Piaget, 1953,

1963) .

Most psycIllogical approaches to reasoning and logical thinking use'

traditional Aristotelian logic as a model or shorthand'for the thought processes

(Johnson- Laird, 1975). Although some psychological research has been done on

transitive assyjnetrical relLtionshi2s (e.g., Brainerd, 1979), disjunctive

relationships (e.g., Roberge, & Flexer, 1979
d) and other logical forms, the greater

/'--
part of psychological re..ksearch in the area has involved material implication

(liader, 1975). In material imdlic4;ion, there is an antecedent statement which

follows the word "if" and a consequent follows the word "then." The

antecedent in reality may or may not be related to the consequent, but the

implication states that it eainco:. be the case that the antfIcedent is true when



the consequence is false (Copi, 1961). For example, if g, is the antecedent

and a is the consequent, then arrrimplication statement would be of die form

°If this. is ak, then it is a 1. The implication, therefore, would not be
1

true.if there ip a single case of p that is not a q. There are other criteria

which must. be met. These will be discussed. Iater in this review. The. importance

of reasoning by implication has been discussed often in relation to mathematical

thinking and.prohlem-solving (e.g., Brainerd, 1979; Brown, 1979;. Hadar, 1975;

Roberge & Flexer, 1979(b)), scientific thinking (Ennis,. 1975; Ennis & Paulus,

1965).

The differences between the focuses of the study A logic and the.study of

lo&icctl thinking has led various researchers to warn of over-dependence upon

the models of logic to represent thought processes.' For example, Evans (1972)

questions the psyChological relevance

engaging in logical reasoning. Henle

to omitted, misinterpreted premises,.

of logical validity to a person who is

(1922) referred to deductive errors due

In unwillingness to perform the systematic

thinking required, or the introduction'of knowledge outside of what is provided

by the premises. Further,Braine (1938), made a distinction between the natural

logic that people use in propositional reasoning, and the standard logic of

logicians. In Braine's conception of human thinking, inferential rules are

preferred to such tools of standard logic as truth tables, and axioms. Further,

in Braine's scheme, connectives such as and, or, and other linguistic properties

of propositions are closer to the usual or conversational meaning of the words

than is the case in standard logic. On the other hand, Chapman and Chapman (1959)

hove.proposed that people reason "illogically" by logicians' standards, but

nonetheless systematically, while Woodworth and Sells (1935) proposed an "atmosphere

effect" in which people were considered to evaluate conclusions of arguments

according to the atmosphere of the premises. For example, if a major premise

contained the word "all," then a conclusion containing the word "all" would tend

5



to be conuidered valid regardless oC the logic involved.'

With the warnings regarding using logical structures as models of thought

processes, in mind, it would be appropriate to turn to Piaget's. theory of

logical thinking (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958;'Piaget, 1953, 1963). Piaget made

a distinction between logic and oychologic. Ale suggested that the relationship

between the two was similar in many respects to the relationship between pure

logical notation. as symbolic of the structures,,of thought. As Staudemeyer (1975)

has pointed out, this puts a strain on the interpretatibg of symbolic opeiators,'

and the assumption that subjects perform systematic evaluation of propositions

.

or.elements'in much the came way as logicians.. Although many have.recognized

the difficulty in interpreting Piaget's writings (Brainerd, 197,8; Flavell, 1977),

. .

the weaknesses in his logical models from a. logician's viewpoint have.been well
C.

documented (Ennis, 1975; Parsons, 1960), Further, Smedslund (1970) discussed

the circular relationship between logic as a psychological variable and thought.

Staudenmayer (1975) took the position thot-an adequate model of human thought

would necessarily include the variety of interpretations that a person bases on

his Dr-her owh environmental 'and background experiences. 'Johnson;=Laird (1975)-

suggested that no single logic would be adequate to explain human thinking, a

position also supported by Evans (1972). Although alternative logical sydtems

are available (e.g., Freedle, 1977; Rescher, 1976; von Wright, 1957), psychologists

generally seem to prefer the traditional Aristotelian models despite the

criticisms leveled at thote models for the ability to-depict'human thought

.processes.-

Approaches to the Study of Logical Thinking

Falmagne (1975a) has divided the .study.of logical reasoning into two camps,

The first-she identified with the Piagetian.approach. The second, essentially

a psycholinguistic enterprise, she called the propositional approach. Wagon and

Johnson-Laird (1968) had viot'er formula for splitting the psychological study
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of reasoning. They traced one line of _research to the,. Wurzburg School at

the beginnihg of the Twentieth Century and gestalt psychology, and the other

to behaviorism with its :'ocus on learning.

The available literature in reasoning can be profitably organized a third

way. This way recognizes three types of approaches. The first would include

those who focus on the interpretations f propositions and structure of

standard logic. This approach is best represented by Wason and Johnson-Laird

(1972). Then there is the Piagetian approach which posits a series of develop-

mental stages in the development of logic.. Finally, the information processing

or memory approach blends some of the same tasks and characteristics.of -the

other two with some mique.featurds of. its own.

The lagica.l structure approach. °The thrust of research with this approach .has

been to determine the difficulty of ,reasoning using basic syllogistic structures

(e.g., Roberge, 1971), Further, them is an interest in what influences make

dealing with logical' arguments more difficult. For/ example, it has been shown

rather consistently that modus ponens 09 is a relatively easy argument for

'adufls and children to judge. Generally, modus tollens.(MI) is the next easiest,

followed by t,ransivity -(TR), denial of the antecedent (PA), and affirmation of

the consequent (AC), respectively (Hadar, 1975; O'Brien & Shapiro, 1968; Roberge,.

1970, 1971; Roberge & Mason, 1978).. However, one study found AT the most

difficult form whenovarious permutations of negation in the prem-,..se were tried

(Roberge, 1971).

'Among the influences that affect the use of'formal reasoning principles,

negation of premises (Roberge, 1971; Roberge & Mason, 1978; Wason,.& Johnson-

Laird, 1972), and content of. the premises (Mason, Bramble, & Mast,,1975; Roberge

& Antonak, 1979; Wilkins, 1928), among other characteristics have been studied.

Generally, it appears that subjects perform best on concrete content with'which

thay arc familiar an long as the premises make cense. On the basis of these
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findings, the present study used fairly concrete and familiar objects in

the premises. ,

Plagetian Apuoach to the :study of logic. Piaget's approach to logical thinking

is embedded in his theory of the development of thinking. According to this
.1

theory, the child develops increasingly more mature thinking as it grows through

a series of stages in which a priori organic structures interact with enViron-

mental experiences. Initially, the child develops sensory-motor schemes which.

become the basis for more mature. thought. 'Through the processes of assimilation,/

adapting or interpreting external stimulation to correspond to existing'Mental

structures, and accomodatidh, adapting mental sturctures to the external stiwJli,

the child's ability to reason develops. This"development process continues

through adolescence to the point.at which formal operations have developed. At

this final stage, the child can construct combinations of elements, isolate

and manipulate variables, and form mental representations of lbstract concepts

and events (Pitt, 1976). Thus, all possibilities-for a set of elements can be

explored,. The adolescent is not conscious of this system of possibility, but does

them naturally (Piaget, 1953).

Contrary to the logical structure approach just discussed, Piaget was not

interested in improving the structure or formal logic upon thinking and reason-

ing. Rather, his interest was in describing the thought processes as they

existed in reasoning on-various tasks. Piaget used the notation of formal logic

to describe these thinking processes (Piaget, 1953). This may be one of the

reasons that. Piaget'S models for logical thinking have been criticized as

illogical. (Brainerd, 1978; Ennis, 1975; Parsons, 1960).

The core of Piaget's formal operations stage at which complete logical

thought becomes possible are 16 binary logical operations formed by the elethents

p and q (shown in Table 1), and the INRC group. The INRC group is a group

of operation:; in the mathematical scnse and tisets the four requirow:nts of such

S



groups: 1) cLolure when, elements of the group are combined the result is

always an element of the group;, 2) associativity - when three elements are

combined, the results are the same no matter what order of combination'4

used; 3) identity- is an element of the group .that does not change

other elements when combined with them; and 4) inverse - for each element

of the group there is another element.of the group that when combined' with.

it results in identity (Brainerd, 1978). The letters of the INRC group repre-

sent, the followipg operations:

Identity': Application produces an equivalent representation of.
the same proposition
(i.e.. Il(p.(1) v (15.0 (15.1)1 W (0q)

Implication Implication

Negation: changes both signs and conjunctions
(i.e.,N (pq)mpvi

anjunction Disjunction

Reciprocity: Changes the signs of a proposition
(i.e. R(Pq) ps4
Negation Non-implication

of
Reciprocal
Implication

Correlation: changes the connections or conjunction in a propoSition
(i.e. C(pvq) = p'q
disjunction 'conjunction

According to Piaget all children pass through the stages of development to

reach formal operations. The speed or duration of this passage may be somewhat

dependent on environmental factors, but the order will not change. Further,

adults reaching the formal operational stage will be capable of performing these

operations regardless of background or culture. However, they may be more able

to demonstrate them in some areas than others (Piaget, 1972). On the other 'hand,

thb operatienalization of formal operations is not as .evident as Piaget suggested

once one goes beyond the tasks that Piaget and his folloi4ers have used (Martorano.,

1978).
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Table 1

yiaget's 16 binary pEcToritions formed by p anqe

Notation

pq

3. 1271

4. p.q

5. (p0q) V (.4)

6. (pq) V (q)

Name of proposition

conjunction

/

conjunctive negation

"
Negation of Reciprocal Implicaticin

Non-4mplication

Equivalence (p=q).

Affirmation of q

7. (fg) v (p.71) Affirmation of p ,

.

8. (15q) v 011) Denial of p

9. v 0.'4)

10. (p.9) V (f.q)

11. (pv (V. q) v

12. (p.q) v (pi) v

33. (pq) v (p.11) ..v

14. (p.11) v

15. (pq) v (p.4)

16. 'Iv [(pq) v (p.1) v (p.q) v (Pi)]; or 0

0.71)

Denial of q

Nonreverse,Implication

Implicatir.a,(p,q)

Reverr::. implication (q pp)

Disjunction (pvq)

Nonconjunction (p/q)

Complete Affirmation

Complete Negation

a,

In this Table and the remainder of the paper, the following symbols will be usci:

A line over .a letter means negation (i.e., "5 should
means implication (lo.q should be read implies q")
conclusion follows, and should be read "therefore";
p v q should be read "p or q", finally, the symbols.,

be read "not p"); the symbol z
, and the.' symbol means the -

the symbol v means "or," and
stands for negation.

I
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Inforoationprocer.slm and ticmory approaches to the study of lone. The-
. ,

infoxmation processing approaches, and there are several (e.Eta Odiso, 1)57;

Simon and Newell, 1974), are not as tied to the structures and natation of,

formal logic.. Hotiever, certain representatives of this viewpoint do rely on

traditional logic to some degree (e.g. Blaine, 1970. Simon ,41967) has'

argued that the. logic essential for this approach only depends upon."the ordinary

logic of declarative statements" (p. 20). Some zesearcliers using this approach
4

try to identify qkficient algorithms forinoblem-solving while othdrs using the

same approach may be interested in simulating and describing the' structures.

or mechanisms of reasoning. Th2refdre,- information processing as it is-discussed

here represents a muehless horpgmeous approach than the 'first-two that were

discussed in this section. What makes representatives of this group similar is

the aos,ption thz: human beino function on their environment, in serial 'fashion

Using limited. "built iii" computational or operatioaf abilities which allow them

to solve problems of varying complexity.

}lost' information precessin3 approachesrequircsome totions.,of-,input'of data,-

some central processing, storage and recall capabilities, and expressive or

decoded "outpmt." Braine 73) discusses four essentials in the central

processing and storage for logical reasoning, a. comprehension mechanism, a

mechanism fQr.seleeting steps, heuristics for planning and argument, and some (

short-teip-memory or "computing" space. Thus, some processing mechanisms in

addition to logieal,operators are required in going from reasoning to'behavior.

Case (1978) emphasized such things as practice, feedback, cud-highlighting, and

the size of the space in working memory. Brown and..Be Loach (1978) referred to

metammory as contributing to the development of thinking. Othpr researclifrs

have focused on task analysis. (e.g., Mayer, 1.978; TZ:abasN) et al., 1978)0 the role

of memory (e.g.; Potts, 1978)', representation of different kinds of task:, and

objcew (a. g. Mayer, 1973), Le a variety of oth'or inechimimr; .'nd proce%:;e3

to .
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(Erickson, 1978). The present research is more related to the information

processing research which focuse4 on development-of models to represent or

explain reasoning and thinking, than those designed to k"roduce effeicent problem-

solving;

Comparison of the Three Approaches

By far, the Piagetian approach has been dominant in the psychological

study of logit in the last forty years or so, partially because Piaget himself

has been so'productive a writer and researcher. Most developmental psychological

research in this area begins with an affirmation, rejection, or query of some-'

thing Piaget found orwrote. Similarly, most c.d.tical reviews of the literature

,focus on what Piaget did, said, or omitted, mo.,:e'than upon any other collection
."'

of work.' Therefore,. the present comparison will necessarily focus disprdportion-
..

ately upon Piaget.

11,

The first point of comparison between the three approaches'is a philosophi-

cal one. That is, each of the three approaches varies in its tonception of

logical thinking in people: The first group is routed in traditional logical

structures, validity, truth functions, syllogisms suchas.modus -ponens, modus

tollens, and other concerns of traditional logic. Implicit in' this approach is

the 'assumptiOn that good logical thinking (i.e. valid thinking).is what humans

should strive toward. That is, the goal of logical thinking is to be able to.

Chain propositions in ways in which their application will lead to logically

correct reasoning. Not oily is there a descriptive component to this research

which assesses children's and adults' abilities to recognize, anali4e or apply

arguments under varying conditions, but also, there is a teaching interest

'represented by these researchers. That is, through the use of training which

6

may focus upon language structures, Venn diagrams, logical truth tables, pro-

positional tasks, and so on, a person's reasoning can be made more logical.

Further, the assumption that humans are not naturally logical seems implicit-
;



in this approach.

This is different from the other two approaches, Piaget's an$1 information

processing, which seem to assume that there'are existing logical structures

which are revealed by research. Therefore, implicit in these approaches is the

assumption that logical structures occur naturally in human thought. Further,

there is a difference in the degree to which these resident structures resemble

-the notation syitem.and structures of traditional logic with Piaget's being

somewhat more similar to formal logic than the information processing view as

it is broadly construed here. Although, as indi:lated earlier, many researchers

who are here placed in the information processing category do research the

processing of folmal syllogisms (Braine, 1978; Mayer, 1978; Revlin & Leirer,

1978), their focus tends to be On the thought proce3ses that can be identified

rather than the peTforMance of valid thinking.

Further distinctions between these approaches can be made on the basis of

tasks (Danner & Day, 1977; Gelman, 1979; Martorano, 1978; Trabasso, Isen,

Dole0d., McLanaham, Riley, & Tuckei, 1978),degree to which validity of the

logic is essential (Brainerd, 1978; Ennis, 1975; Piaget-, 1953;.Wason & Johnson-

Laird, 1972), and the focus on linguistic matters (Evans, 1973; Roberge, 1978;

Wason & Johnson-Laird, 1972). Piaget minimizes the importance of linguistic

factors since the logical structures he proposes are organismic in nature and

would therefore transcend language ami culture,

The Present Studies

The present studies were designed to investigate hypotheses related to

the three approaches identified in the review of the literature. Only the

hypotheses which have been tested so far will be reported here. Analysis of

the data is continuing and will be reported on subsequently.

Hypothesis 1: ete will be differences across ages in the kinds of verbal

explanations made by child'ren and adolsecents in judging logical

arguments.

13
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Hypothesis 2:. The Class inclusion will be related to prco,ision of

correct judgments of the truth of logical arguments.containing

implication.

Hypothesis 3: There will be an inverse reletionship between response

11

time and correctness of reasoning which reduces as children reach

adolescence.

Hypothesis 4: The class meaning of a logical argument as reflected!by

subjects' explanations of thei.. reasoning will correspond to f9ur

components of material implication (p ;c1, & pq).

To test these hypotheses, two data collection efforts were mounted. Children

and adolsecents who participated ranged in age from five to 16 years of age.

Subjects were interviewed about their interpretations of propositions and

logical arguments, and these interviews were scored using several standards.

The design of these two studies, including scoring, and standardization of

the materials is,described.in the following section,
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Methods

Of the various approaches that have been used to study the development of.

logic, each has :dosed unique difficulties. For example, some have used formal

syllogisms to explore children's reasoning. However, this kind of logic may not

correspond to the processes of thinking (Braine, 1973; Henle, 1962). A rather

thorough discusbion of this is provided by Osherson (1975, p. 16-25). Further,

much of this research has involved the use of 'group paper- and - pencil examinations

and required respondents to indicrts whether the argument forms ara valid on not

(e.g., Hadar, 1975; Roberge, 1970; noberge & Mason, 1978; Shapiro & O'Brien, 1970).

The group cOmlnistered paper -and- pencil approach is useful for testing large

nunbers of vubjocts, but Oocs not offer, an oppr)rtunity for, the researchier to

e:plore tim meaning of the logic with the child. It woul1 be difficult, for

example, wing this approach to dot:el:Ana whether subjects are giving correct

answers to logical arg=?nts because they have memorized an algorithm, have a

partial understanding that is just enough to give the correct response, or

completely understand the logic underlying the argument. This can be shown simply

using the following syllogism:

If all men are mortals

and Socrates is a man.

Then Socrates is a mortal.

p

A child who is asked about the validity of this argument. might respond affirma-

tively because he or she understands the premises in any of the following ways:

a) There are Dm and there are mortals.

b) There are mortals and there are men.

c) must be mortals but Lvrtale do not have to be men.

incS':! Socrates Is n mon, he mu!..;1 also be a lortnl.

LJ
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d) To be mortal implies being a man also. For Socrates

to be a man Ile must be a mortal. .

e) Men are mortals, and my father is a mortal, so Socrates must

be like my father.

Although all of the' understandings listed above would probably lead a child

to say that the argument is correct, (c) shows the most complete understanding,

and (d) is clearly incorrelt.. The remaining understandings are not complete,

although they would lead the child to respond correctly.

Individual interviews have been used to explore,children's understanding

of logic with soma success. (e.g., Falmagne, 1975; Inhelder & Piaget, 1958;

Kodroff & Roberge, 1975; Kuhn, 1977). Interviews produce some problems, however,

that are less troublesome with paper-and-pencil group administered instruments.

These problems involve administratiOn.end scoring. Administration problems can

be reduced by training interviewers not to influence the behavior of the respon-
iJ

dent other than to encourage responses. Difficulties in scoring and interpreting

interview data can also be reduced by training scorers and providing well-defined .

guidelines for interpreting and classifying responses. Therefore, such materials

and techniques were developed for the present research, and will be described

in the following sections along with the subjects studied and the procedures

used.

DESIGN OF THE INTERVIEWS

The interviews were designed to explore two different kinds of information.

The first interview explored the child's understanding of the premises and

conclusions bf syllogisms, the second explored the child's understanding of

syllogisms in total. The two interviews were based on four syllogism forms:

Modus Ponens (MP) (P Q, P40, Modus Toli.ens (MT)' (rbQ, i5.41), Affirmation of

the Consequent (AC) (S)Q, Q...1)), and Denial of the Antecedent (DA) (P.)Q, P.4).



Truth table analysis will reveal that 1 and MT are valid arguments while

AC and DA are invalid.

The two forms are described in the following sections. Since the first

form was designed to.compare understanding of premises individually and in

the context of a whole argument, it was identified as the Part-Whole Form

(Form PW). The second was only designed to study the meaning.of the whole

argument, and is therefore called the Complete Argument Form (Form CA).

FORM PW. This forui was developed to explore relationships, between understanding

of the superordinate and subordinate clauses in the major premise and logical

processing of the whole argument. As part of the understanding lf the condi-

tional implication, the child's understanding of the implicit class inclusion

relationship in the premises was explored. Further, the form was designedto

explore two different content dimensions at the same time, concrete and verbal.

Since there was a possibility that experience with a partial presentation might

influence a child's performance on the total argument, and vice versa, the

interview was balanced for presentation of part first or whole first, and for

the two content dimensions producing four parts as followst

Part.I - Whole first, concrete.

Part II - Part first, concrete.

Part III - Whole first, verbal.

Part IV - Part first, verbal.

Items were similar to the three-choice response paradigm used in other

reasoning research (Ennis & Paulus, 1965; Hill, 1961; Roberge, 1970). That is,

subjects were required to state whether they thought the conclusion was true

or invalid with the following three choices: Yes (it is true), No (it is not

true),.Maybe (it may be or may not be true depending upon circumstances). How-

ever, in the present interviews subjects were asked to give reasons.for their

anSWerS.
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In each concrete presentation the examiner used two trays (clear plastic

18.0 cm x 11.6 cm. x 3.2 cm). One had ten small plastic animals in it (varying

sizes ranging in height from about 2 cm to about-5.5 cm and including one each

of a. lion, deer, antelope, rhinocerous, elephant, kangeroo, black cheeta,

white polar bear, moose, and a white dog; the dog statue came from the standard

1959 Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test Kit.). The other tray (identical to the

first) contained 12 green blocks (2.5 cm3) from the Stanford-Binet Kit. In the

animal tray the dog was placed separately from the cluster of other animals at

4

one end of the tray. Further, outside of the trays, the examiners. had an unpainted

wood block of 2.5 cm x 2.5 cm x 8.0 cm, and a second dog identical to the one in

the animal tray. For the verbal presentation, cards (16 cm x 10 cm) containing

drawings of a tree and a football (soccer ball) were used. Illustrations of the

materials described here are in the appendix.

The format of the whole-first presentation (Parts I and II) for each item

is illustrated below using an example from the animals-dog concrete content.a

(Of course, the items were all.presented- in Dutch).

1. Examiner puts tray A before the subject and says
b

:

IF ALL DOGS ARE ANIMALS (as words are spoken, E point% to dogs and
then rest of animals).

AND THIS IS A DOG (E shows S the statue of other dog that had
been kept out of sight).

.

THEN, ISHOULD kUT THIS

WITH THE ANIMALS (E places dog in box near dogs).

a
The reader can easily construct the remainder of the items by substituting

the "cubes and blocks," "trues and plants" and "balls and round things" in

the premise of the four syllogism forms. Table 2 should be of some help here.

b The words the examiner says are in upper case llttters; instructions to the

ekamincr are in lower case.

1



A. DOES THAT CONCLUSION FOLLOW?

If the child does not give a standard answer, (yes, no, maybe) E says;

REMEMBER, YOU CAN ONLY SAY YES, WHICH MEANS IT MUST FOLLOW:

'NO, WHICH,MEANS IT CANNOT FOLLOW, OR

MAYBE, WHICH MEANS IT MAY BE TRUE SOMETIMES, BUT YOUHAVE NOT BEEN

,TOLD ENOUGH TO BE CERTAIN..

When S gives a standard answer, E asks:

B. WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?

After S's answer, E continues:

C. liELL ME WHAT IT MEANS TOOU WHEN I SAY,

ALL DOGS ARE ANIMALS.

When S responds, E asks:

D. ARE THERE MORE DOGS OA ANIMALS?

When S responds, E continues, NOW TELL'VE WHAT. THIS MEANS:

E. THIS IS A DOG (E points to larger dog in tray) ,

THEN, I SHOULD PUT THIS WITH THE ANIMALS.

16

The following is an illustratJ.on of an item from the part-first presentation

(Parts II and IV). Again the animals-dog content is u3e.d for the illustration.

4. Examiner puts tray A before the subject and says:

A. TELL ME WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU WHEN I SAY,

ALL DOGS ARE ANIMALS.

When S responds, E asks:

B. ARE THERE MORE DOGS OR ANIMALS?

When S responds, E continues, NOW TELL ME WHAT THIS MEANS':

C. THIS IS NOT AN ANIMAL CE holds up. dog)

THEN, I SHOULD PUT THIS WITH THE DOGS:

After S responds, E svyn,

NOW LISTEN TO THIS ONE.

19



IF ALL DOGS ARE ANIMALS

17

A .

(E points to dogs then animals as words are

spoken)

THIS IS NOT AN ANIMAL

THEN, I PUT THIS WITH THE DOGS.

D. DOES THAT CONCLUSION FOLLOW:

If the child does not give a standard answer, (yes, no, maybe), E says:

REMEMBER YOU CAN ONLY SAY YES, WHICH MEANS IT MUST BE TRUE.

NO, WHICH MEANS IT CANNOT FOLLOW. OR-

MAYBE, WHICH MEANS IT MAY BE TRUE SOMETIMES. BUT YOU HAVE NOT BEEN

TOLD ENOUGH TO BE "CERTAIN.

When Cgives n standard answer, E Gaye.:

E. WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?

The content by syllncl v.::trix in Talln 2, shows the schematic used-to.

conctvoct the ite1.71. Thero veer,. two itevo in every part for each kind of
.

content and syllogism. Since. there were four syllogisms, and two kinds of

content crossed in each part. There was a total of eight items in a part, and

32 items in the whole interview.

Table 2

Content matrix for contructing test items for Form PW a)

Concrete Content

Part - First Whole - First

Verbal Content.
Part - First , Whole -First

Dogs/
Animals

Cubes/
Blocks

Dogs/
Animals

Cubes/
Blocks

Trees/
Plants

Balls/ Treepj
Round things.. Plants

Balls/
Round things

MP 1 5 1 5 1 5 1 5

MT 2 .6 2 6 /2 6 2 6

'DA 3 7 3 .7 3 7 3 7

AC 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 . 8

*Om

c) immlrcto in cellt, ol t; 1'.' 1...!od to towloly urdc:r items.

20



THEN IT IS

A. E then says: DOES THAT FOLLOW?

If the child does not give a- standard answer, E says

REMEUBER YOU CAN ONLY SAY YES, WHICH MEANS IT MUST BE TRUE,

NO, WHICH MEANS. IT CANNOT BE TRUE, OR

MAYBE, WHICH MEANS YOU HAVE NOT BEEN TOLD ENOUGH TO BE CERTAIN.

5. When the child has given an answer, E asks:

WHY DO YOU SAY THAT?

From the arguments (HP, MT, DA, AC in two forms each), shape of the minor

premise block .(circle or cube), and color (yellow or green), a total of 32

items woro'constructed. This is illustrated in, Table 3. As with the last

from, the items-vere ordered randomly in the interview. In addition, the .32

items were divided in half, sc that 16 items could be administered in.ap admini-

stration. *This required the child to attendifor periods of about 10 to 20 minutes,

usually about 12 minutes.

Table 3

Content Nr.A:rix for forming Test Items. for Form CAa)

Syllogism form

MP 1.

2.

MT 1.

2.

DA 1.

2.

AC 1.

2.

1

a)

yellow green

1 -9

15

7.6

Numerals in cell&Nused to randomly rder item

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

37.

32

.Iw""....
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a) Numerals in cells used to randomly order items

For research questions not included in the present discussion, half of

the subjects.,,;ere admitered the items with the content of the minor premise

placed separately fre. she remainder of the blocks on the carpet using the

red tape strip as a barrier. The rest of the subjects were shown the carpet

with content of the minor premise included with the other blocks. ,

ADMINISTRATION

The interviews were administered during the

by graduate students in developmental psychology

regular school day individually

from the University of Nijmegen.

Interviews were recorded on cassette tape for later analysis. Examiners had

Specific instructions describing what to say. Copies of these instructions'

are included with the interviews in. the Appendices of this report.
itl

Children and adolescents were intervieVed individually:in a quiet room

outside of their regular classroom. The setting varied slightly in each school,

lowever, generally the examiner sat at a table directly across from the.child

with the test materials arranged between them and the cassette tape recorder

(with built-in microphone) off to one side.

Each session was designed to take no more than 20 minutes. Generally one

or two parts of Form FW were administered during a single session. With Form

CA., half the items (16) administered in a typical session, however, with older

or more able subjects, occasionally\all items could be administered within the

20 minute sessiog. The order of administration of the parts for Form PW, and

the halves for Form CA was randomly determined.

Each child's interview was preceded by a series of instructions and some

practice examples. The practice examples were devised to give the child some

experience with the interview format and the use of the terms YES,110 and MAYBE

format for responding. 'The practice problems did not contain any of the formal

arguments used in the interview. The practice examples and accompanying



instructions are included in the Appendices.

SUBJECTS

21

:;tbjects for the studies described here were students in nursery,

prima,14, and secondary schools in the region of Nijmegen, the Netherlands.

Kindergarten, 2nd, 4th, and 6th grade children were randomly sampled as were

students from the second year of secondary school and administered Form PW.

Secondary school students were selected in the ratio for HAVO, MAVO, and VW0
4

at that level. AlthoUgh it should be stated that at the particular secondary

school which supplied,the sample, a larger portion of the students go on to a

VW0 :program than is the case nationally..

Table 4 summarizes the charzictoripticE of the students.

Table 4

Characteristics of,Studtnts who participateda

Grade Number. of boys Number of girls Average age (yrs- months)

Kindergarten 5 5 6-0

1 7 5 7-0

2
ti

6 5 8-2

3 6 6 .. 9,4

4 6 6 , 10-2.

3 6 6 1

6 ,6 6 12-3

Secondary 1 9 9 13-0

Secondary 2 6 5 15-8

5.2....:-.....--5.1..-----4..........w......

a)
Kindorgarten, second, fourth, rixth grn,:tlts ;md Srcondziry 2 stuOnnt.s responded

to Form 1W, and first, third, fifth crz..d::ra, S,Icoaary 1 nLudents responded
to Feria CA. 51



TABULATING AND SCORING

22

In this section, three stages in the processing of the data collected

in the interviews are discussed. The first is the transcription of the

data from the cassette tapes to handwritten protocols. This was done to

facilitate scoring, and to Make a record of each interview.. The second

stage involved the actual-scoring of-the child's assessment of the syllogism.

The third stage included the classifying of the child's verbal explanations

into categoAes of verbal and logical explanations.-
.

,.

Transcription. All interviews were recorded usinga,cassette tape recorder

(Philips, N2215 automatic portable cassette). The recordings were made so

that there would be an accurate recoid of each interview.. However, it was

felt that scoring from the recorded.interview would be difficult beLause
4

responses to specific questions cannot be addressed easily on a cassette tape.

Also, when scoring, the' time required to play a tape in order to listen to

one testing session would be greater than'the time nedded for reading a trans-

.

cript of the session if it were in written form. For that reason, the children's

responses were transcribed. Forms were used which were designed to facilitate

scoring,and at the same'time reduce-the amount of writing necessary to°record

the essence of the child's responses.

For_Parts_Iand III of Form PW_in which the whole syllogism was presented

first, responses were transcribed using the following format for each item:

A. YES NO MAYBE

f
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The transcription format used with each item of Part II and IV of Form

F14 was:

A.

B.

C.

INNMMIN,...Imat*

,D. YES NO 'MAYBE

E.

Note that in both formats, the letters correspond to the order of the

questions asked.

Transcribers used these forms in the, following way. They circled the

chilcPs response to the question rbout whether the argumant was true (YES, NO,

or MAYBE), and to the class inkausion question (subordinate (P) or.superordinate

(Q) ). For the remaining sections, the transcribers were,told to record in the

child's words what they thought were the essentials of the child's response.

They were told to omit any irrelevant verbalization, and to keep in mind that

they would be required to score the 'child's understanding of his or her .response

on the basis of what was written in the transcripts. Since there was thus-an

'element of judgment required on the part of the persons doing the transcription,

the question of inter-transcriber reliability was raised. This_question was

investigated and will be discussed further in the "section on reliability.

The format for transcribing responses to each item in the Form CA interviews

is showh below.

A.

B.

..01
YES NO MAYBE
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In the section labelled "A" the transcriber circled YES, NO, or MAYBE to

indicate the child's response. In section B, the essential6 of the child's

response were noted. Finally, in section C,'.the time elapsed in. seconds

from when the examiner began the question to the moment when the chile

'responded with "ES," "NO," "MAYBE." The time was recorded using a hand-held

-.'stopwatch-with'a sweep second hand, and was recorded to 1/10 seccnd accuracy..

The reliability of the timing-recorded by'transcribers was studies as well as

the reliability of the transcription and will be discussed later.

§coring.. In Form PW two qnestions in each item, and in Form CA one question in

each item could be scored directly.- That is, ,the items.fOrwhich the child .

was responding with a one word anv:er-that was either correct or incorrect

could be sccred directly without further.interpretatien.,-These were scored k

using r key. An incorrect answer was cleated as "0" and a correct one as . .

"1." The total score was the sum of the l's 0's.

Classification of Verbal Explanations. Two instruments were.used for classifying

verbal responses. ' One, the Kodroff-Roberge system, focused on categories 9f

verbal explanation based on techniques used with some success to classify

children's verbal reasoning (Antonak & Roberge, 1978; Kodroff & Roberge, 1975).

The second classification system (C-L) was directed more at the class and logical

relationships expressed by the children. Copies of the forms designed for these

two classification systems may be found in the Appendices. The specific instruc-

tions given to the scorers are also included in the Appendices. Scorers practiced

the two systems until they felt that they were familiar enough with them to use

them. Then inter-rater reliability was determined.

Kodroff-Roberge System. The K-R system used in the pi sent studies was

adapted somewhat from the instrumentation of Kodroff and Roberge. To begin with,
4.

the orl%;;.nal system had six categories of verb61 barwior. Thu first four

categories were used as proposed by Kodroff sad Robelge. They included

26
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verbalization' deficits (an inability to discuss the logic behind a deficit,

e.g., "I don't knoi"), remory deficits (repeating a premise incormetly,

train of thought or becoming confused, e.g., "Because this is a plant and

this ... I forgot."), arbllamsy21.anations (bringing in facts not given in

the premises, e.g., "I had 4 dog like that once and he was an animal"), and

structural deficits (response indicating an awareness of conditional logic

but not adequate conditional reasoning,"3.g., "There ave dogs and there are

animall."), patterned explanations, the sixth K-R category (response indicating

that the premises are organized in a pattern, at least three terms in the item

are included ("e.g., Dogs and animals. This is a dog and an animal"). The

fifth category, tondit1,21111Lallzainawas changed slightly from the Kodroff-

Robeige meaning. In the current system a response was only scored as condi-

tional reasoning if the miponse showed twin understanding of cenditional

reasoning that'was.incerrect. The child must have lncludGd the words "If" and

"then" in the response (e.g., "If this is a plant, then it must be a tree.")

Two other charges were made in the original version of the K -R scoring

system for the present studies. One was the addition of a_category called

other for verbal explanations which did not fit the other categories. The

second was the"addition of a category entitled good logic. To be classified

as good logic the response must not have fit in any of the other categories,

must have shown mature interpretation of the premises and the implications

involved, and the proper relationship between the superordinate and subordinate

terms in the major premise

dogs that are not animals.

I.

(e.g., "Since all dogs are animals,

Therefore, this is a dog, so it is

there can be no

also an animal").

ILLC-LCoc.nForra. The CL coding form was devised to identify the kinds of logic

represented in Subjects' responses. There were two kinds of ratings made of each

response using: this system. The first hind writ; classification, the second W86

logical relationships.

27
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Classification relationships referred to the subordinate and super-

ordinate characteristics of the terms in the premi.e. For example, in the

pr( 'ise "If all trees are plants," trees are part of the group of things

called plants. However, the child's verbalization may reflect an understanding

of the premise with trees and plants as separate and equal concepts, or some trees

as plants but others not, etc. These kinds of relationships were coded on

the class relationships side of Forth C-L. To illustrate, "If all trees are

plants," may be-understood by the child to mean any of the following:

a) There are equal numbers of trees and plants (P,-Q).,

b) There are more trees then plants (PM).

c). There are leqs trees than plants (1'4Q).

d) Trees' and plauts both erlst. as sepv.::ate unrelated concepts (00)'

e) Trees and plz,-Its are Partn 02 tle. 1.12 cener:Ilt ().

,f) So :..: trees are plrnte res plr.,rit are t2..1(.:, (031).

g) Trees are part of the larzer group of plants (

h) Plants are part of the larger group of trues

).

These categories of meaning formed the class relationship categories of the

C-L coding form.

The logical ratings on the other hand were based on Piaget's suggestions

about the components of logical implication (see Ernie, 1975; Inhelder & Piaget4

1958). To these were added a few categories that were to be important from

the 16 binary propositions for-nd by P and Q (Inhelder & Piaget, 1958). The

following categories were cheeke when evidence for them could be found in the

child's response:

a) P ; The subordinate (V) clause or term is zi.ifilmed.

b) Q ; The superordinate (Q) claus( or term is affirmed.

c) P : The negation of P in cl.fird.

28
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,#)

d) Q : .
Tho negation of-Q is affirmed.

e) P.Q : .
Both P and Q are recognized.

f) F. Q : .
The negation of P and Q are affirmed.

g) P.Q : .

The negation of both P and Q are affirmed.

h) Pill . The existence of P without Q is affirmed.

i) N(P.Q) : The existence of P without Q.is denied.

j) P4R .
. Evidence of transitive reasoning (from P to R and R to Q) is

R4(1 given.

Logical relationships were checked if they were implied by the child's

response. For example, if the response was "Viten these ale dogs, these are

animals because dogs are animals," the item would be scortd as
IP

.Q (where,P

represents the subordinate and Q the silperordinate ctegories in the premises) .

Put also, since it is implied that not all aft:tm,ls are do,s, or that dogs

constitute a subordinate group of th:% eato.go):; of th:l.ngs LAewn as animals, the

=IMI

logical relationships P.Q and P.Q could be inferred.

These kinds of inferences on the 'part of.thn scorers required that the

scorers be trained. FUrther, with such - procedure, inter-rater reliability

should be established to demonstrate that different raters can.rate a protocol

with some consistency, or to put it another way, that different people can see

the same things in a given protocol.

The logical and the class sides of the C-L coding form contained a column

for "other," which was used when a response could not be placed in one of the .

categories. Scorers placed a check mark in the appropriate column for each of

the class and logical relationships that could be inferred from a response.

Scorers were trained to use coding Form C-L by coding two or three protocols

together after they had read and discussed the procedures. When they felt that

their ratings were agreeing substantially, they rated the reliability protocols.

Alter reliability was established, the roliainOer of the pfotocols Att(1 scored.

, 2
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Reliability refers to the degree to which a test or procedure yields

consistent information. The present section discusses reliability estima-

tions of various types for each of the procedures used. The reliability of

the transcription procedures are discussed first. Then the reliabilities of

the total reasoning scores obtninable from Forms PW and CA are described.

Following this, the .Kodroff-Roberge verbal classification system is discused

from the point of view of reliability of the,raters. Finally, reliability

estimationslor the C-L coding Form are presented. These reliability studies

were made' using the same three third year graduate students in developmental

psychology at the Catholic 'University of Nijmegen, 1.2o collected the date,

then transcribed and recorded it. Details'of the reliability studies are

reported elsea%ere (Mason, Mars, Dinz,m.ns, Dierran van Duuren, 1979).

A. RELIARILITY OF TRAISCRIPT1ONS

Form PW j irandom sample of five cassette tapes was chosen from a pool.

of 112 taped intervieus, one tape from each of the five grades tested. Each

cassette contained two parts of the four part form. Two of the tapes choseh

contained parts I and II, the remainder contained Parts II and IV. The raters

averaged about 12 to 15 words per response for the 120 responses they each

transcribed oon the five tapes., There were no significant differences between

the raters in the number of words they transcribed. Further, the average

correlations between the, three raters for the number of words they transcribed

ranged from .i7 to .99 and suggested a high degree of consistency between

raters in terms of the number of words transcribed.

However, agreement in the nun,:)or of words does not suggest agreemout in

the meaning of the words or the words used. The degree to which the raters

agrecd u;)on the moaning of thc.ir trcnscriptions wns
investigated by toinpnrin3

010.r ratings using the 1:-R red C-1, sCcrrin Apd is di%cust:cd 31.. in

3U
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this report. In regard to the degree to which there.was agreement in the

actual words used, and the order in which they appeared in the transcripts,

a cognt was made with each rater paired with every other one. An average of

about 10 to 13 of the same words were written in the same order by each pair

of raters. Further analysis revealed correlations between pairs of raters

ranging from .86 to .19 suggesting a high degree of consistency. It was

concluded on the basis of these data that there wat a high degree of consis-

tency in transcribing from the recorded interviews using the instructions for

the raters that were given.

Form CA - A random sample of eight. taped -interviews was chosen from a

pool of 54 interviews. Two interviews were chosen from each of the first

grade, third grade, fifth grade, and first year secondary school. (seventh year

of formal eduCation). Again, the sera three scorers were used. Two transcribed

an average of about 19 words per item, the third averr.ged about 125 w,rds.

Although the difference between the third and the first two was statistically

significant (tt4/2 m 5.13 and 4.26, respectively, df m 510, p.<.001), this lack

of agreement between one of the raters and the other two does not suggest that

the shorter transcriptions were necessarily less adequate than the longer ones

for extracting meaning. This wouldbe revealed in the application of the C-L

and K-R scoring systems to the data if it is the case.

The degree to which the number of words transcribed correlated among'the

three transcribers was investigated. Correlations ranged from .70 to .96

suggesting that even though there was a difference in the number of words

recorded among observers, there was moderate to high agreement on the items for

which more transcribed words were required to determine the meaning of the

child's response. Similar correlation patterns were.found for the correlations

among pairs of raters.

Using the hand held stopwatch, cL.ch rater averaged about 32.5 cecoucb in

31
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response time mcosured for each item. There were no significant differences

amond raters, and the response times
correlated .96 between pairs of raters.

That is, the data suggested that each rater timed the various responses almost

identically indicating a high reliability for this measure.

B. RELIABILITY OF REASONING SCORES

Each form PW and AC was capable of yielding a total reasoning score.

This total score was computed by summing the correct responses (YES, NO, or .

MAYBE) for the question about whether each argument was true. When the child

was correct, a score of I was assigned

score of zero was assigned. The total

l's and 0's. The internal consistency

reliability of this total score.

to the item, and when incorrect, a

reasoning was summation of all the

approach was used toinVestigate the

Two internal consistency formulas were uscd, the Spearman-Brown, and one

4

Cronbach (1960) suggested, as a more-adequate method. For Form PW, both methods

yielded reliability estimates of .88. For Form CA, both methods provided

estimates of .93. It was concluded that internal7consistency reliability was

adequate for these instruments.

C. RELIABILITY OF THE REVISED KODROFF-ROBERGE SYSTEM

Since the Kodroff-Roberge system is a method for classification of verbal

responses to questions requiring reasoning, the reliability question with this

system concerns the consistency with which different raters use the response

categories. Raters made their ratings from the hand-written transcriptions

of the taped interviews. Each rater used his or her own transcription since.

'it was felt that in a practical scoring stivation, the rater would use his or.

.
her own transcription. Furthermore, the transcribers were given the instrdctions

to only transcribe the parts of the child's verbal response that they felt

were necessary to show the child's understanding of the reasoning principles

it used. Therefore, the rater's classifications op this and the C-L coding

32
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forms could be considered evidence of content validity of the transcripts if

the inter-rater reliability were high.

The determination of inter-rater agreement with categorical data is

, somewhat more complex than simply counting the number of times two or more

raters agree and. the number of times that they do not. Many of the problems

involved have been discussed by Cohen (1960), Light (1971)., and Robinson (1957).

Basically, the problems involve a distinction between demonstrating patterns of

agreement versus patterns of association. The methods suggested by Light (1971)

and Cohen (1960) were used with the present data.

For each of the Forms PW and CA, a three dimensional matrix of agreement

was constructed. There was one dimension. for each rater. The, eight categories

of ratings were placed along each dimension to form an 8 x 8 x 8 cube confaining

512 "cells." Using. these cubes,-coefficients of agreement were calculated for

all three raters using Light's procedure (1971,'p. 365-370), and for pairs.. of

raters using Cohen's (1960) method.

Form PW - The overall coefficient of reliability (Km) of the ratings given

by the three raters was computed to be .74 with the Light formula. Inter-rater

reliabilities (K) were computed to be .75, .77, and .70, respectively, for

pairs of raters, These reliabilities were considered moderate and were statis-

tically significant (p L..05). It should be noted that there was somewhat greater

agreement between raters for the responses of children who were younger (Kinder-

garten and second grade) and those who were older (second year of secondary school).

At those ages raters said the children seemed better able to express their,

understanding, of lack of it. The fourth and sixth graders May have been in.a

transitional stage between more mature logic (or loss), and between more (or lesn)

mature expressive ability. This, of course, ib u brozAkte ronearch qursrinn than
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can be discussed hpreand will be the subject of later reports. However,

it should be recognized that if at some ages chi3dren are not sure what they

mean to say about their logic, or are not sure how to explain it, this could

affect the consistency of those trying to rate what they say they mean.

In addition, the percent of agreements between pairs of raters-were

computed. These ranvd between 78.13% and 83.75%. This was considered

substantial, and to reflect further on the consistency between raters.

total of 160 responses was rated in the five tapes by the three raters.

4

Form CA - The overall coefficient of reliability (Km) for thi three raters

was computed to be .70. For pairs of raters inter-..rater reliability estimates

ranged from .t6 to .74 using Cohen's method. Further, the pairs of raters

agreed on from 77.08% to 82.92% .of the 240 responses they. considered. Again,

these reliability estimates were cOnsiderec moderate, and seemed tolbe influenced

by unclearness of responses by the middle age range.

The moderate reliabilities obtained for this form are slightly lower than

those reported by previous users of the original Kodroff-Roberge system. For

example, using Cohen's method, Kodroff:and Roberge (1975) reported a reliability

of .86 for a.pair of raters. However, their data were from children who were

younger than those in the present studies (first to third grades. The moderate

reliabilities obtained for the three observers in the present study suggest

that researchers using the K-R system with a broad age range should not try to

interpret small differences, especially among fourth to sixth graders, liecause

such differences may not be reliable even if they do approach statistical

significance.
r

D. RELIABILITY Oi THE CLASS - LOGIC SCORING SYSTEM

The same three raters and tapes were used to study the reliability of the

C--I. syr, t Sine the tmi,bctrs invo1ved st,013. (10 par or Folm
Cr
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and 8 tapes for Form CA), the data from the two were combined. Even so,

there were not enough ratings in some of the categories,to produce'roduce dependable

reliability estimates. However, it should be noted that these categories were

not used with consistency by the three raters and although this contributed

to the lower correlations in some cases, it does show a consistency among the

raters. Tables 5 and 6 show the correlations between raters for the frequency

with which they rated categories (with tape as. the unit of analysis (n=18). Also

shown in the tables are the number of times both raters in a pair used a category

for the same tlpe. Generally, it can be see; that the categories that were used

more frequently show higher inter-rater correlations, the exceptions being (P=Q)

in Table 10 and (P) in Table 11. One can conclude from these data that certain

of the categories, 1.otably (F:61) and (P.0- from the logic ratings, and (P4 Q)

DOA and 'Q the class rat;tngs can be used with some confidence of reliability.

Table 5

Correlations between raters for the frequencies that they used clSas categories,

and the number of tapes (n) in which each category was used by both raters for

the 18 reliability tapes.a

Pairs of
Raters P=Q P>Q P<Q 0 other

1 with 2

xy

n

n.s. nips. .87 .69

13 1 11 9

1 with 3

rXy n.s.

n 11

2 with 3
r
xy

n

n.s.

9

n.s. .87 .87

1 11 '11

nips. .77 .90

0 9 9

.50 .77 .76 n.s

13 8 13 3

z68 .97 .89 n.s.

14 8 12 2

n.s.

13

.74 .63

7 11

n.s.

2

n.s.

4

nips. .80

6 14

Note: A. (.05 for significant correlatio:
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Table 6

Correlations between raters for the frequencies that they used logic categories,

and the number of tapes (n) in which each category was used by both raters

for the 18 reliability. tapes."

Pairs of
Ratets Q iF P

p:& N(g.0 114Q other
P4R

1 with 2

rxy

n

1 with 3

xy

n

2 with 3

my

n

n.s n.s. .92 n.s. .53 .59 .86 ..67 .52 n.s.

4 3 2 0 18 11 12 2 0

n.s. n.s. .83 n.s. .51 .97 .92 .93 .56 n.s.

10 5 '2 1 18 12 12 '10 4 0

n.s. .5, .79 n.s. .86, .66 .83 .68 n.s. n.s.

4 4 1 0 18 12 J1 11 2, 0

n.s."

2

n.s.

3

.71

9

Summary

The procedures outlined in.this section represent a fairly complex set of

perspectives for the researcher to use in assessing children's reasoning. The

procedures are not.meant to be. comprehensive. However, they do comprise a

system which verbal expression (K-R), understanding of implication

(C -L), and ability to reason logically (total score). It also assesses

understanding of parts of conditional arguments, the arguments presented as

.a whole, and understanding of the class inclusion aspects of implication.

Further, it has been used with children ranging in age from five to 15 years old.

The following section of this report addresses four hypotheses tested using

the methods and materials described in this section.
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Analyses of Data

Study

Hypothesis: There will be differences across
ages in the kinds of verbal explanations
made by children and adolescents.in judging
logical arguments..

Introduction

The importance of verbal explanattons for the' understanding of children'

reasoning behavior has been recognized in Mathemlitittl-ressoning (Austin

1979; Vergnaud, 1979), and more.raditional logical reasoning tasks Such as

syllogisms (Evans, 1972; Roberge, 1978; Wason, & Johnson-Laird, 1972). Piaget

(1953, 1972) has suggested that at the stage of.formaloperations (early

adolescence), reasoning with verbal symbols as abstract representations of

concrete elements becomes more prominent. One would suspect, therefore, that

adolescents' verbal explanations forctheir*logical thinking would be a better

reflection, of their actualludgments than would. be the case_with younger child-

ren.

The importance of the linguistic structure on the reasoning task has been

recognized (e.g., Evans, 1972; Johnson-Laird, & Taggart, 1969; Roberge, 1978).

Fot example, Evans (1972) reported that wording.a conditional as "If ..., then..."

led to more correct response for MP than MT, while MT responses improved when

the conditional was worded in the,, Only if ..., then..." form. One of the

ways of exploring the bases for this kind of finding is by asking subjects

quer_aons about why they gave the reasons that they did. This approach has

been criticized by Ennis (1975), Brainerd (1978), and others. Basically the

criticism deals with a lack of assurance that verbal explanations coincide

with the reasoning that takes place. Verbal ability depends upon ag , vocabulary,

practice in explaining, background experience, fome,11 learning, and other
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factors which may or may not be independent of.the simple judgment of an

argument as valid. _Further, there is a question about whether thinking is

verbal, and can be explained easify using language. Another criticism can

be raised about the experimenter's ability to interpret the verbalization

of the subject in the correct way. On the other hand, Evans (1972) has called

for more "thinking aloud" procedures to analyze human thought and reason.

The present study attempted to reduce some.of the previous criticism of

verbal explanation procedures, by using the Kodroff-Roberge (K-R) system for

classification of verbal explanation. using this syStem, Kodroff and Roberge

(1975) found arbitrary explanations and patterned explanations-prominent in a

sample.of children in first, second and third grades of elementary school. Fur-

ther, they found more correct reasoning with concrete than with verbal-presen-

tation, and MP appeared-less difficult than MT. Verbal deficits was the

'predominant category of.erroneous explanation in first grade; while arbitrary'.

explanation predominated in second grade. Using the same procedure with mentally

retarded children and adolescents, Antonak and Roberge (1978) found patterned

exp_anations, structural defects, and verbal deficits the predominant errors

made with MP, MT, and AC argument forms. Patterncu explanations were most

prominent with NP, verbal deficits with AC, and structural defects with MT.

Finally, both studies founl a lack of corresriondence betweeri cr.r,:ectness of

reasoning responses, and correctness of the verbal explrnatl.on for the responsei.

The present study explored the patterns of verbal errors in explanation

among Dutch children and adolescents. All previous work cited was compiled

on English-speaking children., If similar patterns of verbal explanations are

found across ages, it would be convincing evidence of underlying processes not

subject to language or cultural effects as Piaget (1953) has claimed.

Methods

Subjects were first, fifth, and seventh .graders (first year,
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Lecondary school) described in the subjects section earlier.

For this analysis, subjects' responses to the items on Form CA for

which the four argument types appeared in the form shown in Table 7 were

used. Since each item was repeated in four ways, every child responded to a .

0

total of 16 items. Further, to investigate the first hypothesis, the Kodroff-

Roberge scoring system was used to classify responses.

Results

The means and standard deviations, of correctness of judgments for each

of the argument forms are shown in Table 7. It can be seen that most first
,

graders kould respond correctly to MP items, but that this high level of '

performance.apparently reduced in later-years. It should also be noted that

on DA and AC, the youngest children performed substahtially below the chance

level which would suggest a performance average of 1.33 'correct strictly by

chance (there were 'three choices for each of the four presentations of the

arguments). The third and'fifth graders performance approximated this chance

O

level for DA and AC, 'while the oldest children reached a leversubstantially

above. chance. Further, the performance of the. oldestsubjeCts was more similhr

for the four arguments than was true for younger chrldren.

These patterns were further investigated with the Kodroff-Roberge scoring

system as modified for the present'studies. The frequencies of categories of,

explanations tabulated by grade and argument form are shown in Table 8. As

noted in earlier studies (Antonak & Roberge, 1978; Kodroff & Roberge,. 1975),

there was a widespread tendency to give faulty verbal explanations Aespite

judging the argument. correctly. There was greater tendency toward verbal

deficits (VD) in first graders than any other group. Arbitrary explaiation (4)

were the most prominent kind of erroneous verbal explanation used by first

graders, and to, lesser degrees, third and fifth graders. The seventh graders

tended to give proportionately greater structural deficits (SD). However, good

. ) ,



Table 7

Means and standard deviations of subjects'

responses to four argument forms (40 is

perfect score)

Argumitit form

Grade

,

.

..

.

p> Q

P

--

P>Q

__§.____L_

...
p

__
P > Q

_s____
. p.1

--
Pm), Q

P

..
Q 0

0 -.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

1 5i 3.67 3.00. .33 .58

SD .65 1:41 1.16 1.24

n=12

3 X 2.25 2.33 1.33 2.00

-SD 1.42
L..

1.45 1.56
1.71

ns= 12
,

.

5 X 348 2.75 1.17 1.33

SD 1.31 1.42 1.47 1.75

,
n=12

. .

7 5i 3.22
.:.

2.72 2.33 2.78

gD 1.11 , 1.45 1.53 1.52

.. n =18

Correct respons6 Yes No Maybe Maybe
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Table 8

Frequencies of Categories of Verbal Explanations for reasoning

responses (Frequency of correct responses in patentheses)a
/11..,.

Verbal Explanation Category
b

Grade Argument Form VD MD Al

1

(n=12)

MP 4(3) 1(1) 25(23)

MT 2(1) 0(0) 33(22)

AC 1(0) 0(0) 27(1)

DA 4(2) 0(0) 30(2)

Total 11(6) 1(1) 115(48)

MP 2(2) 3(0) 29(12)

3
. MT 1(1) 0(0) 29(13)

(n=12) AC 0(0) my 17(3)

DA 0(0) 0(0) 13(5)

Total 3(3) 3(0) 88(33)

MP

5
MT

(n=12) AC

DA

0(0) 0(0) 20(12)

0(0) 0(0) 18(7)

0(0) 0(0) A9(4)

0(0) 0(0) '17(5)

Total 0(0) 0(0) 74(28)

MP

7
MT

(n .218) AC

DA

11.........,.....Mol

0(0) 0(0) 12(3)

0(0) 06) 15(1)

0(0) 41) 8(2)

. 0(0) A2(1) 3(3)

Total 0(0) 3(2) 38(9)

39

SD SR

001=10....

PE GL

1(1)

6(6)

17(1)

9(1)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

0(0)

17(16)

7(7)

3(2)

5(2)

33(9) 0(0) 0(0) 32(27)

3(2) 0(0) 0(0) 10(10)

5(2) 0(0) 0(0) 13(12)-

13(1) 0(0) 0(0) 18(12)

12(2) 0(0) 0(0) 21(17)

33(7) 0(0) 0(0) .62(31)

4(4) 0(0) 1(1) 23(19)

10(6) 2(2) 0(0) 18(18)

15(0) 1(0) 0(0) 13(10)

17(5) 2(0) .0(0) 12(6)

/5(15) 5(2) 1(1) 66(53)

8(5) 0(0) 0(0) 51(50)

12(3) 0(0) 1(1) 44(44)

22(2) 0(0) 1(0) 40(37)

71(14) 0(0) 1(0) 36(32)

,:24) 0(0) 3(1) 171(163)

The "other" category was omitted from the table because less than
1% of the total respOnses fall into this category

b
VD(Verbal drfttfts), MD(Memory Deficits), AE(arbitrary explanations),
SD(Structural 'deficits), CR(Conditional reasoning), PE(Patterned
Explanations), GL logic).
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logic (GL) was the major category of response among the oldest group.

Discussion

Generally, the kind of erroneous verbal explanation children gave

when describing their reasons for logical judgments appeared more related to

the age than to the form of the logical argument or syllogism. Older children

in *le sample (about 13 years old) .gave more good logic explanations,'but

when they gave erroneous explanations; their preference was for structural

deficits (SD). When corrected for number of students in the sample, the-

structural deficit kind of error did not seem to be reduced very much by age,

however. That is, according to the definition of structural deficits, the

child seemed aware of the structure of.conditional reasoning but did not describe

conditional real3oning adequately in the explanation. This suggests that there

may be a tendency to explain reasoning with some deficits regardless of age,

even when reasoning correctly, Further, it would seem that the improved good

logic explanations among the older children may be due to a reduced tendency

to use explanations that can be characterized as verbal deficits and arbitrary

explanations.

Clearly MP was the easiest argument to deal with. However, it is interesting

to'note that the MP and MT items seemed more difficult for older child/ m. There,

may be two concerns operating here. The first is a cieling effect. Since there

were only four items presented in each form, the maximum score was reached by

most children, and older groups, could only do equally well or worse. But this

does not explain the large variation between 3.67 and 2.25 found for the first

and third graders, respectively. The second concern is directed moire toward

explanation of this difference. Specifically, data in Table 8 reflect a

reduction in Verbal deficits and arbitrary explanations between first and

third grade. If verbal, explanations are taken o8 reflecting the underlying

thoJght processes, then it woula seem that more mature thought would require more
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consideration in responding. The matured thought process might make the

easier questions more difficult, and the more difficult ones easier. Indeed,

there seems to be a constant increase in good logic (GL) responses over the

years relative to erroneous or faulty explanations. Further, there is. a

reduction in the ratio of .correct judgments of the.truth of the arguments to

erroneous explanations, supporting the contention that more complex thinking

was going on'in the older subjects.

Past research of this type was done only with English-speaking children

in the United States (Antonak & Roberge, 1978; Kodroff & Roberge, 1975). This

study was different from the earlier ones in three rays. First, it was done

with Dutch-speaking children in Holland. Second, more argument forms were used;

and third, the age range was greater in the present study. With 'these differences

in mind, it can he noted that the'present study did not find the promtnence of

verbal deficits and patterned explanations reported in the earlier studies.

Further, there was not a great degree of difference across argumentSin the kinde.

of verbal explanation provided. Thus, neither age nor argument form provides a

satisfactory ctplanation for the differences in the present study and the'others,

Therefore,, the native language of the children may be suspected of causing the

differences in verbal explanation. It would not be\at all surprising if the

kind of verbal errors displayed in a task are dependen&,npon the language one;

speaks. This finding should be explored further with children who speak other

languages.

A final comment before 'leaving discussion of the data in this first study

concerns the interpretation of children's verbal explanations. It is difficult

to say how much of this depends upon the verbal fluency and skill of the child,

and how much it depends upon his or her reasoning skill. To some extent, this

question was addressed in the previous paragraph. .However, the nature of the

reasoning processes involved in answeri 3 "K1cria &I t?" may be different from
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those involved in answering "Waarom zeg je dat?" Some suggestion that these

processes are different can be found in the high number.of correct judgments

that were explained erroneously, especially with younger children. Again,

this seems to be fertile area for research.

44
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Study 2

Hypothesis: Class inclusion will be related to correct judgment of the
truth of logical arguments containing material implication,

Introduction

The relationship between class inclusion and the logic of implication has

been inferred in the literature for some time (Brainerd, 1978; Ennis, 1975;

Knifong,1974). Basically, this relationship suggests that children must be

able to recognize superordinate and subordinate relationships before mature

implication can be demonstrated. In the typical claSs inclusion (CI) problem .

described by Piaget (1953), a class of objects or elements A, and another A
1
, are

combined to form a larger class B. Thus,

. A & Al = B

1

The child is presented air: elemcnts of A, A1, and B, and asked if' there are

more A or L.- For example, B could symbolize a set of objects called all wooden

beads, A would be "blue, wooden beads," and Al would be "wooden beads that are

not blue." It can easily be seen that A can be added to A
1

to get B. Although

a child of five to seven years of age can typically say this relationship, it is

not until later that the child becomes able to recognize that:

A< B1

and B - A
1
= A

Thus, the child is described by Piaget (1952, 1953; Inhelder & Piaget, 1958) as

finding it difficult to think about part-whole relationships. Therefore, prior

to being able to deal with these relationships, it would be probable that after

presentiilg a child with an array of objects, say beads as described above, the

child would not be able to consistently say that the wooden beads outnumber the

blue woodenbeads. This has been established in a number of empirical studies

that have been reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Brainerd, 1978,

Judd & Mervit, 1979; Kuhn, ;477; Wilkinson, 1976). Some

specifically found results(uggcsting a compatibility of

45
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and implication reasoning (Elkind, Anagnostopoulou, Malone, 1970; Falmagne, 1975;

"Kuhn, 1977). Others have shown that the cl ?ss inclusion problem is actually

a complicated task involving a number of different skills and that it can be

solved with ordering or transitive.algorithms without actually recognizing.all

the features of mature implication (Trabasso, et. al., 1978; Trabasso, Riley,

& Wilson, 1975).

As has been discussed by Ennis (1975) the logic of implication, and that

of dais inclusion imply the identical propositions: p q, p q, p q, not .(p q).

On the basis of this. and the research, therefore, one would expect the psychological

processes involved in responding to "are there more (A) or (B)?.to be similar

to responding to a question about a conditional argument such as: "If all (A)s .

are (B)'s, and this is an (A), then does it folloW- that it is a (B)?" which

contains the "A implies B" implications. The present study explored the class

inclusion aspects of such implication reasoning.

Method

Subjects. The 45 subjects who participated in, the study were Dutch children

in kindergarten, second, fourth and sixth grades wLo had responded to Form PW.

There was one more girl in the sample than there were boys. Average ages were:

5.9 years (Kleuter), 8 5 (seccind), 9.7 (fourth), and 12.3 (sixth). The upper

two age levels from the PW sample was not used because those children almost

always responded correctly to the class inclusion question producing very little .

variance to study at the older ages.

Materials. As described earlier, using Form PW, each of tilt four argument

types, MP, ?T, DA, and AC, were presented four times. The conditional arguments

were not only read to each child, but were demonstrated using pictures, or toy

animals or blocks. All of the items were about the blocks (i.e. "If all blocks

are wood, and this is a block (one is shown separate from the-group), then it is

wood.") The child resporhied YES, NO, or MAYBE. In addition, each major premise
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in Table 9 that total reasoning score improved at each successive age level.

was done before the full argument was given, and half the time afterwards),

was administered separately from the whole argument, (half of the time this

and the class inclusion question:. was asked. An example of the-procedure -.is

as follows: The child is first told "All dogs are aminals." He or she would

earlier in the section describing Form PW in detail. Following this the four

part interview was administered, recorded, transcribed and scored'using methods

already discussed in-this report. 'Then the number of correct responses to the

kindergarten and sixth graders, there were no statistically significant correla-

tions

MT across age levels.

Y1

4

then be asked the class-inclusion question "Are there more dogs than animals?"

class inclusion questions.

Results

four argument forms was correlated to the number of correct responses on the

This'systematic improvement with age seemed to be due to consistent increases

substantial correlations betWeen class inclusion and DA, AC, and total scores

at the second grade level were significant (p(..001)., Further, it can be seen

in scores on DA and AC, rather than the less consistent pattern found for MP

tions found. However, the moderate relationship between class inclusion score

and MP score was significant (p4.05) at the fourth grade level, and the rather

Procedures. The subjects were given three practice items .as discussed

Tables 9 and 10 shote the means, standard deviations and correlations between

reasoning scores and class inclusion scores for each grade levels For the

7
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Table 9

Means and standard deviations of scores on each 'argument,

total reasoning scores, and class inclusion

Grade
Class

Inclusion
...--______

Reasoning
Total-....-IFIMMEEL-

MP MT DA AC

i 18.80 3.90 2.70 .20 .10 6.90

K
SD ,. 18.97 1.60 2.06 .63 .32 2.08

(n = 10)

ii. 31.64 5.00 3.36 .73 1.09 10.18

2

SD 28.91 . 1.00 1.29 ' 1.27 1.70 4.14

(n = 11)

i 26.92 4.83 4.92 1.08 1.75 12.58

4

SD 8.23 .94 1.16 1.31 1.35 3.26

(n = 12).

1 27.75 5.25 3.50 1.75 2.50 13.00

6

SD 6.66 .96 1.68 1.96 2.15 5.19

(n = 12)
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Table 10

Correlations of reasoning scores on each argument and total

reasoning score with class inclusion (CI) scores for

each grade level

Correlations of reasoning scores with CI

Group MP MT DA AC Total

Kindergarten ;16 .18

ael

.11 .11 .01

Second .39 .44 .89** .83** .85**

Fourth .60* .05
of

.29 .30 .09

Sixth .55 .36 .25 .12 '.36

*

** Pb .001

6
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Discussion
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In regard to the original hypothesis that responses to the class inclusion

question should correlate with responses to arguments containing con itional

implication, the results seem mixed at first glance. On the one hafid,\class

inclusion score. seemed significantly related to reasoning in only one ins ance

(MP) in the fourth grade group, and three in the second grade group (DA, AC, and

total). On the other hand, a closer look at. the descriptive statistics in

Table 9 suggests that the results may reflect a greater relationship between

the CI response and reasoning scores than the correlations along suggest. For

example, the CI responses in Kindergarten appeared to be a little better than

chance (on the basis of two choiees, and 32 items). The large standard deviation

of CI in the kindergarten sample further supports the supposition that many of

those children responded randomly.

Looking at the oldest group, another kind of problem appeared with regard to

interpreting the correlations.' Specifically, the relatively high scores and

small standard dev..ations for CI in fourth and sith grades suggested attenuation

bf the CI scores at those levels. This would have the effect of depressing the

correlation coefficients. Thud, since students tend to do wel on CI above

4th grade, the relationship between CI and reasoning cannot be explored at

those levels using the instrumentation of the, present study.

Considering the statistical characteristics of the data,' it does seem that

correctness of response to the class inclusion question is related to correct-

ness of reasoning. This conclusion is made based on the omission of data from

grade six and kindergarten due to attenuation and random responding, respectively.

-'therefore, the data which seem most useful to this hypothesis are those of the

middle two grades at which four out of ten correlations were positive and

statistically significant as proposed in the hypothesis.
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The present research suggests some recommendations for studying the

relationship between implication reasoning and class inclusion. First, the

ability to handle class inclusion questions seems to be emerging at about

eight years of age. This is not very different from what was suLgested by

other researchers (e.g., Dodwell, 1961, 1962; Inhelder & Piaget, :958; Piaget,

1953). Although it has been shown that younger children can be taught to

answer class inclusion questions correctly (egg., Trabasso, et. al., 1978),

their level of understanding of,class inclusion has not been demqnstrated as

equal to older children who answer CI questions correctly. Therefore, children

of five yea old .or kindergarten age are probably too young for a meaningful

study of class inclusion. Second, the present study did not investigate the

range of tasks usually considered to represent class inclusion (Brainerd, 1979;

Inhelder & Piaget, 1958; Klahr & Wallace, 102; Trabasso, et.. al, 1978). A

future study of class inclusion and implication reasoning should use a greater

range of class inclusion tasks. Not only would such a range of taskd provide

a more complete assessment of class inclusion, but-also might provide enough

range of response to reduce the problem of attenuation of the CI variable that

was found in the'preSent study.

In conclusion, the present study ptovided evidence that class inclusion'

is related to conditional.iMplication reasoning. From the data it appeared that

the\youngest children (about five yeats of age) were responding to the CI question

randomly, while the oldest ones (about 12 years old) tended to respond to it

correctly. Further, the CI performance seemed to be somewhat in transition and

related to reasoning at the second and fourth grade level. ,Finally,, improvement

in total reasoning seemed to be most related to imporvement in reasoning with

invalid arguments requiring the MAYBE response (A and AC), a finding which

corresponds to earlibr research with English-speaking subjects (e.g., Hadar, 1975,

Roberge, 3970).
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Study 3-,

Hypothesis: There will be an inverse relationship between
response time and correctness of reasoning which reduces

as children become adolescents.

Introduction

A considerable body of knowledge has been developed regarding the difficulty

of the four logical arguments MP, MT, DA, and,AC for children and adults. Roberge

(1970) reported that the invalid principles of affirmation, of 'the consequent (AO'

and denial of th.c.vantecedent (DA) were more difficult than the valid modus ponens

(MP) and modus tollens (MT). Research by Hadar (1975). with elementary school

children and O'Brien (1973) with high school subjects, have reported the following

order of .difficulty

MP<MT<DA<AC..

In ether research, Roberge (1970), Roberge and Mason .(1978) and Mason, Bramble

.
and Ilast (1975) found the following slightly different oreit...with small differences

between-difficulty of DA and AC:

MN: MT <AC <DA

minvfourth through tenth graders as subjects.

Roberge (1971) added a fifth principlek transivity "(TR) to his study of

diffialty of. conditional reasoning in college students, (the transivity argument

form is: P. Q, P:$10 and found'the following unique pattern of difficulties

among the adult subjects:

MP( TR< DA <AC <MT

Although there was no explanation for the unusual difficulty of the MT form in

this study, Roberge noted that many subjects tended to respond that the argument ,

Excepting this one study,was neither valid nor invalid.

research,' the easiest argument

closely by MT. Affirmation of

S

to recognize as true seems

the consequent and dent ..l

52

according'to most

to be MP, followed

of the antecedent. seem.
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a W.
about equally difficult, but more difficult than the other two.

40

The present research was undertaken to explore the use of response time

as a measure of response difficulty on judging logical argumentt. Response

time would seem to be an appropriate measure of task difficulty from psycho-.

logical information processing. .The rationale for this poiht of view would be

that more difficult problems'require more steps for locating solutions. If a

prol:lem is easy"to a subject; the solution should require fewer steps (Noma,

1973; Newell br. Simon, 1972; Wohlwill, 1962). Response time, and a closely
'*

related variable, reaction time, are among the earliest variables studied by
tifgr

psychologists and those interested in mental processes (e.g., Dotders, 1869

cited in We G. Koster, 1969). Although there has been considerable research

done on the time one takes to respond to different kinds of tasks, relatively

little has bum directed toward judging of logical arguments. Al,

though Revlin and Leirer (1970 have argued that increased time will allow more

task scanning,'anCi Huttenlocher (1968)' has given evidence of diffiCulty of\

judging a premise in a transitive ordering task and time required in responding,

14.ttle has been done regarding the relationship between argument difficulty, and

response time. The present study explored this with respect to reasoning with

condit16nal syllogisms whose relative difficulty had been established in

research discussed previously. Specifically, the study was conducted to determine

whether the response latency for MP, NT, DA, and AC argument forms would match

the order of difficulty reported. in earlier studies.

Methods

Subjects. Fifty-four Dutch students' responses to the Form CA were used

in the prevent study. The students were from the first, third) and fifth grades

and first year of secondary school. Their characteristics were described in

an earlier section of this paper.
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Materials. The childen were administered the Form CA interview in the

manner discussed earlier. Since the present study was only concerned with the

four arguments in their most common form, only the 16 items that were in the

#

form shown in Table 7 were used in the _present study.

Procedures. Data were collected as described' earlier. Student's were

given one point for each correct response, and scores for each argument were

summed.

Results

Table 11 shows the means 'of time arid. reasoning score (average total number

.of correct items). As eanj)e seen from the table, the average scores suggest

patterns of difficulty described earlier in other studies. However, the time

J
stores did not follow such a pattern. Cofrelations between time and score at

each grade level for the ,for argument forms produced only three statistically

signifidlant correlations among the total of sixteen possible. The MT form A

produced a significant'torrelation (P (.05) for third grade (-.50), and fifth

grade (-;63). MT had a significant correlation at the secondary school level

(-.43) (pe,.05): /n short, for these significant correlations the shorter the

average response time, the higher%the reasoning score as expected. ,However,

the relatiortd4k,does not appear to be substantial. Further, the total score

obtained by. summing performance across arguments as not significantly correlated
2

to total ,me at any grade level.

ConclUsions

There seemed to be no systematic significantcorrelationsbetween reasoning

scores and_respopse time. However, this lack o'product-moment correlation should

not be taken to mean lack of some kind. of consistent relationship. Figure 1

shows the graphs of responses to the four arguments forms with the corresponding;

times across the four age groups of the present study. There appears to be a
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'able 1

Scores and response times on\four conditional, argument forms

Grade

X

1 SD

(n=12)

3 SD

(nom 12)

5i

5 SD

(n >iu 12)

first
year X

secondary
SD

(n=18)

Score

'MP

'Time

Argument Forms

NT
DA

Score Time Score Time

AC

Score Time
...:1*01111.410.1.MOI,

3.66 9.60 2.66 12.49 .58 12.50 .33 9.38

.65 4.18 1.50 4.06 1.24 3.75 1.15 3.19

2.25 12.08 2.33 13.76 2.00 13.89 1.33 9.68

1..42 8.33 1.44 7.91 1.70 8.10 1.56 3.12

3.08 12.02 2.75 12.09 1.33 12.93 1.67 9.16

1.31 8.68 1.42 4.92 1.78 8.66 1.47 3.11

3.22 9.69 2.72 12.76 2.33 13.02 2.77 9.16

1.11 4.71 1.45 4.92 1.53 6.79 1.52 3.57

I Olo..M.10.1111.1

a
Time is indicated in seconds.
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fairly consistent tendency for the younger and older groups to respond relatiVely

quickly. On two arguments, MP and MT, the more rapid response times are associated

with higher scores, and the slower response times with lower scores. However,

for DA, the elementary grade pattern seems to suggest that when children, took

more time, they tended to give more correct answers. But the secondary students

performed best on these items although they had short response times.

All this seems to suggest that there are relationships between arguments

and response times but that they are complex. Therefore, referring to the original

hypothesis, response time seems to be inadequate as an indicator of difficulty.

Further, results of the present analysis suggest that investigation of the

strategies or processes underlying the correct responses might explain the

complex relationships observed betueen response time and reasoning scores.



Study 4

Hypothesis: The class meaning of a logical argument as reflected by
subjects' explanations of their reasoning willLcorrespond to_the
four components of material implication (s., za,

Introduction

It has been recognized that behavior that is observed may be the result

of different internal processes, and that describing observable behavior does

not necessarily describe the thoughts that occred with the behavior (DeCorte,

1977). Numerous attempts have been made to explore the thoughts behind the

logical behavior of children and adults. Most attention has been focused on

processes underlying erroneous reasoning. For example, Helsabeck (1975)

suggested that a cause of faulty reasoning was a tendency to overlook alter-

natives in choosing or judLing.a conclusl;ons Yet, Ceraso and Provitera (1971).

argued that faulty understanding of ptcaies evn produce erroneous reasoning.

Researchers have questioned the existence of PInget's 16 binary operations

in mature reasoning. For example, the 16 binary'operatlons have not been easy

to demonstrate (Bynam, Thomas, & Weitz, 1972; Roberge & Flexer, 1979(a); Weitz,

Bynam, &_Thomas; 1973). Kuhn (1977) has reported evidence supporting the four

components of implication that are available to the formal operations thinkez

from the 16 binary propositions (p q, p q, p .1, N(p. q) . However, the last

cmponent, the denial of non-implication, could not be supported by vati Duyne

(1974). Further, it has been suggested that transductive .reasoning, in which

the implication connection is understood as "and" (i.e. p. g rather than 155.9),

is used by young children to. provide correct judgments in some forms of pro-

positional logic (Knifong, 1974). As Kuhn (1977) suggested, a child using

transductive reasoning would not understand conditional or causal relationships

between elements of propositions.

The objections to Piaget's logic of material implication raised by Ennis

(1975) and others war discussed earlier in this report. Ennis' criticisms deal
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mcre with the logic of Piaget than with the thinking processes underlying

r(Asoning behavior. For example, Ennis objected to Piaget's unclear use of

the "v" symbol to variously mean "and," "or," "and/or," the possibility under

Piaget's system of the existence of something both (p). and (pot p), However.

such inconsistencies may be possible in thought even if they are not possible

in reality.

Smedslund (1977) has taken the position that logical operations do not

L

exist as Piaget has suggested. He based this assertion on the observations

that children behave differently when faced with a change in the content of a

task having the same logical structure, that people do not seem to ordinarily'

behave abstractly, and that the direct evidence for logical i scant. Smedslund

argued that the researrlIcr in psychology usually pursues a pe son's understanding,

but in the Piaget system, one assumes understanding and pursue the logic fostered

by the understanding. According to Smedslund, there is a circt\larity between

understanding and logical performance that is difficult to untangle. Staudenmayer

(1975) .suggested that interpretation of premises in logical arguments is an

inductive process, and that when individuals do not seem to reason according

to formal logic, they may be.behaVing logically according to their understanding

of the premises. Further, Halpern (1965) discussed a perceptual dependence in

logical thinking that is more prominent in children 5-7 years old. During

this period, according to Halpern, a perceptual dependence could hinder the

child froM correctly judging a logical argument by focusing understanding of

the premises in terms of irrelevant (or less than salient) observable traits

of the elements in the preMises\.,

Thus, while researchers have generally recognized the role of understanding

of the premises in logical reasoning, there has not been much closure on how

understanding is determined,"or what influences it. The present study was

designed to explore a child's understanding of the premises in logical arguments

59.
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through their explanations of their judgments of the validity of their

arguments.

Method

Subjects: Thy students in the.first, third, and fifth grades, and the first
\

year of secondary school that were described in an earlier section of this

report served as subjects in the present study.

Materials: Form CA responds to the 16 items for which the conclusion was not

negated were scored by the three Dutch graduate students in developmental

psychology who had collected the data.

Procedure: Scoring procedures and criteria for the C-L scoring system that

were described earlier were used in the present study. After the scoring was

completed, scores were transferred to computer cards for analysis.

Results

Tables 12 and 13 show the frequency and proportions of the categories of

class and logical scoring systems for each grade. It is immediately apparent

that the children's explanations covered a variety of both class and propositional.

categories. However, the interpretation seemed to occur somewhat more

often than most other class categories. Further, the most frequently used

class relationships category had P4:Q paired witl This pair was represented

between 16 and 23 percent of the time until 5th grade. In the first year

secondary school students, it appeared much more frequently than that (42%).

This category would seem to represent the most complete understanding of the

class relationships underlying material implication, and it is noteworthy

that the secondary school children used this category about twice as frequently

as the younger children.

A similarly dispersed pattern of categories of propositions was found by

classifying explanations using _dm logical system. As can be seen in T ;ble 13,

P Q was generally used in about 10 to 15 percent at all age levels, and PQ,

Go



Table 12

Response categories for all arguments combined-

for class scoring system (proportions in parenthesis )a

Response n=12)

Categoryb One

No Response

1. P =Q

2. P.> Q

3. P4 Q

4. 0

5.

6.

7. es
8.. P Q

9. P7.:Q

10. P<Q,070
11. P>Q

12. el

13. ,pn,c)
14. P 4Q, a
15. P< Q

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

cro
P= Q, P4. Q,

P> Q,

CCPD

P:: (LOG,
P=Q,

P>Q

other

EIC)

30 (.16)

1 (.01)

2 (.01)

0

7 (.04)

20 (.10)

31 (.16)

16 (.08)

0

32 (.17)

31 (.16)

7 (.04)

2 (.01)

1 (.01)

0

0

0

2 (.01)

3 (.02)

0

3 (.02)

3 (.02)

1 (.01)

Total 192

a
proportions sounded to nearest one-hundredth
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Grade
(n=12)

Three
(n=12)

Five

(n=18)

First year
secondary

18 (.09) 5 (.03) 4 (.01)

3 (.02) 3 (.02) 1 (.00)

2 (.01) 0 0

1 (.01) 1 (.01) 1 (.00)

3 (.02) 3 (.02) 0

19 (.10) 15 (.08) 27 (.09)

45 (.23) 39 (.20) 36 (.13)

1 (.01) 20 (.10) 21 (.07)

2 (.01) 0 2 (.00)

18 (.09) 24 (.13) 24 (.08)

36 (.19) 44 (.23) 120 (.42)

23 (.12) 22 (.11) 15 (.05)

5 (.03) 4 (.02) 13 (.05)

6 (.03) 3 (.02) 12 (.04)

1 (.01) 0 1 (.00)

0 3 (.02) 0

1 (.01) 1 (.01) 0

0 2 . 0

1 (.01) 0 2 (.00)

1 (.01) 0 1 (.00)

0 0 0

2 (.01) 0 5 (.02)

3 (.02) 2 (.01) '3 (.01)

1 (.01) 1 (.01) 0

.

192 192

Categories 9 - 23 are combinations of the first eight.

61

288



1%

2,

3,

4.

5,

6,

7.

8,

9,

lu,

1%,

12,

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18,

19.

20.

21,

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

Table\13

"Propos1tional logic categories of explanations
for reasonia on Mp, MT, Aitle

Cradc
Class logicb One
category (n=12)

Three
(n=12)

60

Five

(n=12)
Eerste
(n=18)

No Response 24 (.13)' 16 (.08) 2 (.01) 7 (.02)

P 5 .(.03) 0 0 1 (.00)

Q 2 (.01) 1 (.01) 1 (.01) , 0'
17. 1 (.01) 1 (.01) 1 (.01) 1 (.00)

ii 5 (.03) 9 (.05) '2 (.01) 0

P.Q. 20 (.10) 28 (.15) 20 (.10) 34 (.12)

15(1 24 (.13) 31 (.16) 40 (.21) 44 (.15)

i'Q 22 (.11) 2 (.01) 25 (.13) 22 (.08)

(Pri) 2 (.01) 1 (.01) 0 1 (.00)
.

N(13.0 0 1 (.01) 0 0

my F. Q 35 (.18) 16 (.08) 26 (.14) 31 (.11)

P4, ifiii 26 (.14) \ 42 (.22) 36 (.19) 106 (.37)

P19 (Pii) , 7 (.04) 21 (.11) 12 (.06) 12 (.04)

P:11^'/(PC) 9 (.05) 1 (.01) 7 (.04) 6 (.02)

M. Fe Q91"C) 0 3 (.02) 3 ( 02) 11 (.04)

13* Q P i Q 9 I; . Q 9 " ( I; . --Q- ) 0 ,4 (.02) 0 3 (.01)

P% 1. Qs P. iis (P Q) 0 5 (.03) 8 (.04). 1 (.00)

M. 14. (10 0 b 6 (.03) 1 (.00)

PQ, P&, (P4)' 2 (.01) 2 (.01) 0 0

P, i 3 (.02) O 0 1 (.00)

P. Q, 17:49 " (P. M 3 (.02) 0; 0 4 (.01)

M. Tie(2."1(2.Q) 1 (.01) 0 0 0

13. Qs F. Q 0 6 (.03) 2 (.01) 1 (.00)

P Q, (P Q) 0 1 (.01) 0 0

P Q, F. Qs P Q, (P Q) 0 1 ('.01) 0 0
Q, ii 1 (.01) 0 0 0

PQf r" Q , 0 0 1 (.01) 0

F. Q, I. (/* ^/ (17Q) 0 0 0 1 (.00)

Total 192

a
Proportions rounded to nearest one'hundredth,

Categories 9 - 27 are combinations of the first eight,

192

62

192 288



1F.,Q was generally used in 8 'to 18 percent at all age levels. The same was

true of P. Q, 17.1i at the first, third, and fifth grade levels, but for this

category at the secondary level, the proportion of responses nearly doubled.

The variation in C-L response categories across the four argument-for

is shown in Tables 14 and 15. With the class scoring system, between a third

and a quarter used the most complete kind of response (P4Q
U?

not seem to be very much difference in the kinds of categories of explanation

given for responses to the four argument forms with either the class or the

logical scorinr. About'a third toa quarter provided the most frequently given

category of response on the logical proposition scoring form, Po Q, P Q.

01

O

63



Table 14

Response categories on the Class scoring system for

wich argument (proportions:in parentheses)

Categoryb

NO Response

P=Q

!.- P >Q

P4 Q

(1)

. Pa 4.

. Pt Q

I" Q

6)
. 41®00-1.0
. P4 Q, act:D.

Pt. Q,

Q, Pt Q 4ED

P Q

r= QCO
Pe Q4:3.

. P >Q0)
. (33

P Q

4

TP

Argument Form

MT AC

62

=10.1.

14 (.06)

3 (.01)

2 (.01)

0-
5 (.02)

18 (..08)

1 (.00)

0

0

2 (.01)

---

16

0

2

1

. 4

607)

(.01)

(.00)

(.02)

9

4

0

2

2

(.04)

(.02)

(.01)

(.01)

...........

57 (.07)

8 (.01)

4 (.00)

3 (.00)

13 (.02)

13 (.06) 25 (.12) .17 (.08) 26 (.12) 81.(.09)

38 (.18) 62 (.29) 42 (.19) 9 (604) 151 (.17)

16(.07) 16 (.07) 17 (.08) 9 (.04) 58 (.07)

0 0 ; 2 (.01) 2 (.01) 4 (.00)

28 (.13) 18 (.08) 24 (41) 28 (.13) 98 (.11).

70 (.32) 52 (.24) 5,6 (.26) 53 (.25) 231 (.27)

11 (.05)' 8 (.04) 15 (.07) 33 (.15) 67 (.08)

6 (.03) 1 (.00) 8 (.04) 9 (.04) 24 (.03)

4 (.02) 8 (.04) 2 (.01) 8 (.04) 22 (.03)

0 0 0 2 (.01) 2 (.00).

0 0 1 (.00) 2 (.01) 3 (.00)

1 (.00) . 1 (.00) 0 90 2 (.00)

0 . 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 2 (.01) 4 (.00)

1 (.00) 0
/

2 (.01) 3 (.01) 6 (.01)

0 0 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 2 (.00)

0 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 3 (.00)

2'(.01) 0 3 (.11) 5 (.02) 10 (.01)

2 :(.01) 2 (.01) 0 5 (.02) 9 (.01)

0 0 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 1 (.00)

Total 216 216

a
Proportions rounded to nearest hundredth.

216

b
Categories 9-23 are combinations of the first eight.

6 4

216

"1"0"1041110~P,41000410400 /.M'riYetWW00100000i.../ilnerkg0.0100.. .00401,411.**11104.0. 4. .VIMM
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Table 15

Response Categories on the Propositional

Logic scoring system for each argument (propositions in Parentheses)a

63

Category

No Response

1. P

2. Q

3.

4.

5. P.Q

,6. VQ

7. 13i

8. (P.0

9. N(PTh

10. PQ, FQ

11. 11.Q,

12. P. Q, (p.11)

13.

14. P.Q,-F.Q,

15. PQ, F.Q, Q, (P. Q)

16. PQ, P.Q, (PQ)

17. PQ, IF.Q, (13.0)

18. 11,Q, (P.&)

19. Pp

20. PQ, 3.&,00(P.:0

21. PQ, Q, ev (P

22. Ti Q , -15:11

23. (P.41)

24. PQ, P.Q,

25. Q,

26. "P Q, TQ
27. T.1:&,

MT AC DA TOTAL

14

1

1

0

6

16

55

24

(.06)

(.00)

(.00)

(.03)

(.07)

(.25)

(.11)

12

3

0

0

4

24

44

24

(.06).

(.01)

-.

(.02)

(.11)

(.20)

(.11)

14

1

1

.1

5

27

28

18

(.06)

(.00)

(.00)

(.00)

(.02)

(.13)

(.13)

(.08)

9 (.04)

1 (.00,

2 (.01)

3 (.01)

1 (.00)

35 (.16)

12 (.06)

5 (.02)

49 (.1

6(.I

4 (.1

4 (.1

16 (.1

102 (..

139 (.

71 GI

1 (.00) 1 (.00) 0 2 (.01) 4 GI

0 1 (.00) 0 0 1 (.1

29 (.13) 29 (.13) 26 (.12) 24 (.11) . 108 (.

43 (.20) 50 (.23) 68 (.31) 49 (.23) 210 (.

8 (.04) 7 (.03) 13 (.06) \24 (.11) 52 (.1

4 (..02) 4 (.02) -2 (.01) 13 (.06) 23 (.1

4 (.02) .2 (.01) 0 '11 (.05) 17 (.1

2 (.01) 3 (.01) 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 7 (.1

2 (.01) 5 (.02) 3 (.01) 4 (.02) 14 (.1

1 (.00) 1 (.00) 0 .5 (.02). 7 (.1

1 'GOO) 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 1 (.00) 4 (.1

0 0 2 (.01) '2 (.03) 4 (.1
1

1 (.00) 0 4 (.02) 2 (.01) 7 (.1

0 , o 0 1 coo) \ 1 GI

3 (.01) 0 0 6 (.03) 9 (.1

o 0 1 (.00) 0
\

\ , 1,(..

0 0 0 1 (.00) 1 (.1

0 0 0 1 (.0) 1 (.,

0 1 (.00) 0 0 \
1 (.

0 o 0 1 (.00) \* 1 (.1-.4._
TOTAL 216 216

a
Propositions rounded to nearest hundredth.

216

b
Categories 13 - 27 are combinations of the .first eight.
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6)

1)

0)

0)

2)

2)

1f)-

O8)

0)

0)

13)

4)

06)

03)

02)

1)

02)

1)

0)

JO)

1)

0)

01)

00)

00)

0)

00)

0)
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Discussion

The results were interpreted as suggesting that the hypothesis received

only limited support from the data. Specifically. it appeared that there was

some growth,as children become older, toward more complete recognition of the

combinatorial subordinate and superordinate class relationships underlying

the elements of propositions in material implication.. However, there appeared

to be great variation in the kind of relationship thtt could be inferred from

subjects' 'explanations, even with the oldest children inthe sample.

Further with regard to the original hypothesis, the four components of

material implication .2.1,AP(2...q. were not generally observable

in the subjects' explanations. is suggested that the logical propositions

underlying children's response to logical tasks may not be complete in the

formal logical sense, even with children who are supposedly operating at a

formal level (13 years 010.

One should approach these data with a number of cautions in mind. First,

as Brianerd (1973) pointed out, explanations may nor, be good'reflections of

reasoning behind judgments. There are a variety of tasks to, perform in formu-

. lating and providing an explanation that are greatly simplified,u;hen only a

one word judgment response is required. Thus, the intervening processes could

inhibit accurate representation of understanding in a verbal explanation.

A second area of caution concerns the 0-Vscoring form. While the inter-

rater reliability was adequate, only large differences should be interpreted./

For that reason, only the categories getting proportions of .10 or more were

discussed in thie report. When response rate was at a lower level, the stability

of the category might be questionable.

,With these cautions in mind, the findings were rather consistent with the

literature. For example, logical judgment tasks have been.suggested as separate

from understanding of the logic involved (Smedslund, 1970). The relatively

66
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higher rate of -correct judgments of the truth status of the four arguments

reported earlier (Table 7) suggests that. such a.task is different from

giving explanations for those judgments un the basis of the inconsistency

of categories of response seen in the C-L scoring: Further, previous. research

questioning the existence of-the 16 binary operations in logical thinking

(i.e. Bynam, et al., 1973) was supported by the present data:

Researchers have suggested a variety of explanations for the difference between

performance on logical tasks and understanding of that performance. For example,

Begs and Denny,(1969), Chapman and Chapman (1959), and others have proposed an

"atmosphere" effect in which quantifiers, negation, and otiher characteristics

of the premises of an argument affect the eonelusion. Johnson-Laird (1975)

stressed' the role of prior beliefs. Northrup (1977) emphasized the nature of

the task, and so on.

This study raises many 4Uestions'that will be addressed in subsequent

analyses of these data. For example, the relationship of class to logical

category, and the relationship of category of explanation to correctness of

response will be explored. Further, the effects of part -whole presentation

(Form PW) and verbal versus visual presentation of'the premise material seem

to offer promising avenues fpr further analysis.

I
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Conclusions

The four studies that have been completed so far represant only a small

.part of the possible analyses created by the data. 'However, they do suggest

some insight into the complex reasoning processes of 'children and adolescents.

For example, the data suggested that verbal deficits in explanations were only
.4

a.majOr problem for first eaders. Children in the older groups gave progres-

.. sively less arbitrary explanatic and more good logic explanations. These

findings suggested that the means of' explaining seemed to mature with age.

There were not significant differences in this pattern at, different ages.

Further, with regard to explanations, the logical premises expected, to

,

become more prominent in older students (according to Piaget's (1953) logical

components of implication) did not surface. Rather, explanations seemed to

reflect a wide variety of:' understandings of the prciases at all ages. A similar

pattei:n was founillor the class scoring, suggesting that class relationships in

logical premises containing implication may not be routinely inferred. Asap,

the argument form had little effect on the patterns of explanations. This its

particulary noteworthy when compared to the increased rate of correct responding

with age, and the differential rate, of correct responses to catch argument form.

One obVious conclusion might be that the judgment of the' truth of a syllogism

repiesents a different, and perhaps easier task than the explanation of that

judgment.

The. dati'suggested that class inclusion was related to the ability to judge

the truth of logical arguments containing implication. This is compatible with
/,

Ott would be'expected, and has often been assumed.

Response time seemed to be related to response correctness in an unpredicted

way. That is, when correct responding wan highest, response time was shorteot.

6.8
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This occure&even when younger children were more correct than older children

on the modus ponens. This suggests that the younger children were responding

with a rather simple algorithm which led them to respond correctly to Fur-

, Cher, the simplicity of the algorithm would lead to shorter response times. The

algorithm did not work as well with the other argument forms, however. Nean-

while, as the children were older, they responded on the basis of a more complex

algorithm, and were only familiar enough with it at the oldest age level to

have increased number of correct responses and shorter response times. This

line of reasoning 4311 be explored in subsequent analyses of the data.

The pattern of correct responses was similar with the Dutch students who

participated ,in the precenz. ntudy to previoue results mostly with English- speaking

groups. This suggests that the underlying structure for logical reasoning

develops indepeneeet of 1c4lguage and culture, ns suggested by Piaget. However,

there might. be soue subtle differeuces to be found in the logic employed by

English and Dutch speaking children. This wt', ee pursued in subsequent studies.

The present studies provided for the development and standardization of

two interviews designed to pursue childrens' understanding of logical arguments

and premises. Hopefully, thepe interviews will help fill the void recognized

by, other researchers in the field (e.g., Evans, 1972).

Finally, analysis of the data collected in Nijmeger in 1979 is continuing.

Some future analyses will explore the effects of negation on explanation, the

effects of separation variables on logical explanation and judgment, the relation-

ship of\materials in the premises to logical explanation, and part vs. whole

presentation on ree .oning.
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.-1ENDFM N-.

Ih6TRUCTIk.6 AAN Lk. PRUMTEW.,ONIA.*W.MM.....m...re

Ik ca je eun puar dinf;en zeggen, zoals bijvoorbeelds

2

.01T MAhlA

en dan zal ik iets over hoar vertellen zoale: ze heett een

blauwe jurk aan.

OokAa1 ik je er dire con pPav vrtlaen evor J1j noct

er achter zien to kiomeii of het klopt wzt ik zeG.
,

Jo kunt op dric .manieron r.ntv!oo:o0. covers;

1) JA. DAT BET1:4::,N'A: P.:T MrGT KLOPM'.

2) RT. DAT brTJ=4.)' YI.YP lflT POT Kir

3) MSSOMPN. RnT1W12 DAT HET 60;3 MODYA14:M
yEL.KLOPT; liPf Tc DAT 1K Jr. VIET allow VERTYLD

HEE OM MT 20,.lt.I:11 Tr, ITTM!.

Bijvoorbcold, :AO je vow: tint ik zog:

MARIA 16 (1JOINDT NAAJT Dr, KNOW?.

DAN 16 (hi.V1ADT ZICh) i)i. KNOOP NAA6T MARIA.

Is net juist Las 1 c Jan zed dot de knoop naast Marie: is?

(wacnt op het antwooru Vd11 het kind, zed aaarna: )

Ja is net goede antwoord.

Laten we een ander voorbeeld proberen;

LLN KOr, I6 (iROTLR DAN 6.6A KAT.

DAN 16 6EN KAT GROTLR DAN UN KM.

Is het juist ale ik dat zeg?

(Wacht op het antrxord van net kind, zee; daarna0

Nee is het goede antwoord omdat een koe niet

groter en kleiner kan zijn dan een kat.

Laten we nog een ander voorbeeld proberon:

KAAJ 16 VO).;D611:ips

DAN 16 VOED6EL KAAS.



.4140.1.1,0 %I s .04 ..011. ... .644 4 . .5-
' 6 011.1111

Klopt but als ik zeg dat voedael kdas is?

(Wacht op net antwoord van net kind, zeg daarna:)

Deak er aan dat je alleen JA, NEE' of MISSCHIEN

kunt" zeggen.

'Olapht op het aatwoord van het hind, z e daarnv )

Het antwoord bier. is vocanc1

knee kan zijn of con anOw:' .etinC; C-at je

oton ,te.or,ls" broal. of Ylz:c;:d.jp je dal' (1

Lis )iOt kiwis j zcat, vraag dan o7. 1.0.-r1c.a..

Zegt }lei kind. nco , log het den de.arna noc, cons uit en gcbruil:
de.al7b1 j j

7
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- - -

-.FORM PW-

1. De proufleidur zot buk A vuur het kind nor zegt:

ALS ALLE HoNDEN-DIEHEN ZIJN (turwij1 du wourden uitgespruken wurden,

4

LN DIT IS EEN HUND.

DAN MOET lZ DELE BIJ DE DIEREN

ZETTEN
(de proefleider zet de hond in de ba.k

A. KLOPT DAT?

wijat do pruefleider op de hond en dan op

de reut van de dieren).

(.de; proefleider last het beeldje van de hond.

zion die bui.ten het.geziehteveld waa ge ouden).

Ala het kind geen standaard antwoord geeft, (ja, nee, misschien) zegt proefleider:

DENK ERAAN DAT JE ALLEEN JA KUNT ZEGGhU. DAT BaTEKENT DAT HET MET KLOPO.
NEC,

DAT BETEKLUT DAT HET NIET KAN h101-PEN. OP.

MISSCHIEN, DAT BETEKENT DAT HET. SUMS. KAN KLOPPEN, MAAR DAT IK JE NIET GEUGEG

VERTELD HEB OM ER 7RmTIR VAN TE ZIJN.

Wanneer het kind een standard antwoord guuft, vmugt de proefleider:

B. WAAROM ZEG JE DAT?

Na het antwoord van het kip', gust de prua14:11t..1./4iuor:

C. VERTEL ME WAT HET BETEKEWf AL'S 1K.TUIEN JE 'LEG,

ALLE UONb1 ZIJN DIEhEN.

Wanneer het kind untwuord.guurt, vraugt uu p("orieldull.

n. ZIJN ER MEER HUNDEN OF DIEUEN? Dalt tilL,,et du poJefluider: WAAROM?

Wanneer het kind untwourdgeeft! guat de pruet-Aeidcr d9or: VERTU ME NU WAT

DIT BETEKINTI

E. DIT HOND (De peruefleider wipt up de hond in de bak)

DAN ,MOLT 1K DEZE BIJ' DE DIEREN ZETTEN.
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k! Ue pruerletae r

Hij zegt dans

A..

.FORM CA-

J,......-

plaatet een blad veer het kind en 'tilt erupt

9grvene kubueaun (bij elkaar)
T./

AuyiLL BLUKKEN VAN ROUT ZIJN (Pl. laat op blad eeplostete blokksis
sten)

Da 15 NIET VAN ROUT (Pl. last roans kubise Bien)
'

DAN 1413 HET EEN.

=Fr DAT?

(P1. pla tot green° imbue buitou,b10

. .

'

.4 4 la, :
if "

.
16

41:Oomvkisg1t' Ala het kind goon ataqd4ard-antuoord geett, segt de prnottlidort

DENi ERAAN, JE KUNT ALLEM HAAR JA Z)OOENIADAT BETIMNT DAT RFT KLOPPVJ,'".

OW NEE, DAT BETEKLVT DAT HET ilET EAR ELMO:, urassomn, DAT rEWSKENT DAT.-

. 1K actin'? ouiorn VERTELD HED OM ER ZEKER VAN TE

Wanneer bet kind een etandaard-antwoord: heart cogeyen, vraat deroefloidor:

ti wAARciu zr Q JE DAT?

A...I:meting...2: Het kind poet' in ptaat geeteld kunnen worden de proofloidor

duidelijk tan to toner dat hij/zij de volledige betokenie van de imolipatie in

de premiesen en de cunclunte heuchreven 4eft zoala hidzij die begrijot.

Du pruurleidur mutt het kind blijven undervvagen m.b.t. het antwoord totdat

dat duldeltjk. 14,

EDe proet]eider plaatet een bled vpor het kind en legt erop:

Hij zegt

A

8 groene kubuseen en 1 geld cirkel (bij elkaar). 4\\

dal" ALS ALLE BLOM= VAN ROUT tIJN (Pl. last op bled geplaateta blokken
zien)

LW DIP IS 1.111. BLOK (P1..laat gele,oirkel Plea) I
;

DAN IS HET NIET VAN ROUT (Pl. plaatst gele*O.rkel button blad)
. "

KLOPT DAT?
. I ,

'

:11 6p!

Ale het kmd geon.etandaard.antwoord pert, zie Opmerking 1.
6.

.

Wanneer bet kind een atandMrd-antwoord hotft degeven, yrsagt da proeiloiders
!

WAANuM LEO JE DAT?

Zle '4o.giurkIr'e r:.b.t. het
, ntvoord.
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.ORM FW-

OWL 1
5

Pruountatie: auttuuLConoreVt

Do proulluidur houtt,twou bakkun. De. ne bak (A) bevat 10 verechillende
klulne beeldjes van dierun (waaronder den bond) die at random neergezet zijn.
Do andere bak (B) bevat verscheidene broene kubussen van 2.5 am.
Er iu den bond on een niet.gekleuxd blOkje van 2.5x2.5a cm die buiten het
gezichtsveld van het kind worden:gehoudon.

De dne bond in du bak kowt apart ;te ataAn\van 'te andere 9 dieren.

De mogelijkheid bestaat dat het kind, vooral in de jongere leeftijdsgroepen,

iet weet wat het woord kubusi betekent. De proefleider moat er daarom naar

vragen en eventueel uitleggen.

Wanneer je het kind een object (hand, kubus) laat zien en je ontkent het (Dit

is geen bond, geen kubus), bedoel je: laten we net doers

proaloidlow t.mt crt }SP..;..d 0611,00 tr:trvilc:7, to r,..7.rao.
main di* cbmild Luvatett votrftu a beli text to
oWeavo41 nos le 0447's

nua Jo ao or war ovor tatrtellcnr

wWil Jo dot visitor aitleggauTo

bodoel jo dourless?* otos

hat prtnoipe de. do proofloi4ar otofikia in da paten noel haudita bii
oadervragiag vt hot kind to dat hat kind goes aauwijokas die nog
warden has do waft boamtwoord most wordose

Indian het klad de imotruotios is AtiliCeD of L slat hogribt,,horinaer hot
or dare wat'orsovriogd wordt.

Bipourboolds do ploolloider Goa vodka verwaoht ea hot kind odhijat
to oatwoordaa 804U do validiteit (of hat klopt of Olat'4, des moot hot
ertoe aoageopoord weirdos am hat goweaate type antwoord to fovea, ,

cz ooll bL ear daft h!..Tt eV: A C:1:. VroF::..%1 C: tot0 t .

oar oolie tatwoosids

Vermijd, nadat het kind antwuord gogevon been, uitspraken ale: "Dat is

een good antwuord". Boter is nlot zozeer eon uitupraak to doon de

juiutheid van hot antwourd, maar moor gerieht op het foit dat net kind

good zijn bout duet, zoulp bijv. "Je doet het good", "Mooi zol". ad.



iankele vrAzIa_2!!_mlor to weten to kumen over het untwoord van het kind:
.... .......W=0.=6,.... 0......

Wil je dut Vender uitl.eggen7

Vertel er eeau ulcer over.

Kun je me er :neer over vertellen?

Waarom zeg je dat?'

Wat bedoel je?

2.Te antwoorden o "ik weet het niet"

a)Herhaal de vraag

b)Weet. je wat P is? Qis?

indien "nee"stopi

indien "ja" hurhaal de vraa

c) "Ik weet het niut"ga verder met het volgende item.



.-FORM CA-.
6

1) Vermijdo nudat not kind autwoord gagevon insert, ultaprakon

ale. "Dat is eon good antwoord". Gaon uitspraak duo to.b.t. il

.!4d, (021)juistueid vval hot aatuoord, soar eon 4itspraak goricht
)

op hot fait dat bet kind, good tija beet doot, goal° bijvn

"Jo doet net goad", "Mooi soi", ed.
.

. .... .. ........... WA WO MN MD OM OM WO Obi ...... °.
2) Het prinoir dat de pioof1eidor etude in do gaten moot b,owtott "i

Id

I
,.

1

.bLJ ondervragins van het kind la dat' het goon aanwiJalyg

govan ma& wordon hoe do vrio.,8 beantwoord coat vordoC.

ion hot kind.. do inotruction $.n A at 13 nict bormLnpte 7:.:Llvnov.

iet or dan aan wat or covrangd tort.
dvs am, Oft as W. Ira) Ow Vs 411211 Ilrae M 11,

$) Do' proefleiaer'moot hot kind ertoo cannottan Woman to cow*.
Lamle vragon on meor to ucton to hoAn (Ivor het tInttiacra. vima

hot hints

"Wil Jo dat vordcr uiticgon?", "Vortol c cow ncor ovor."0

"Waaron tog Jo dat preoloo?" of "'oat badocl Jo daArnoc?".

trat or guduan coot wordon ua wet untwoord NIk meet hot,nlat.":

a) asrhaal de vraug; Indian hettalfde an.4uoords

b) 'Neat jo mat P is?", "neut 36 at is?"; indi ©n "Noo."1

stop not do vraa8 to stollen; indien "Ja.": herhaal de

vraag no oen }:our'; /adieu "Ik woet hot niot,"$

c) atop wet do.vralig to stollen en 84 warder met iet volgende

item,

ORO



tape Name Grade School .EXaminer Scorer FORM CA

Categorise of

Explanation 1 2 3 4 5 6 7. 8 9 .10 11 12 13 14

1'17.140

15 16 17 18 X2020 21 22 23 24 25 26' 27 28 29 30 31 32

Verbal
Deficits

Memory
Deficits

Arbitrary
Etglanations

Structural
Deficits --------

Conditional
Reasoning
.

Patterned
bcplunations

.

.

Otheru

Good Logic

------- ..--

Place response to syllogism (yes, not maybe) in box corresponding to
explanation, and circle correct responses.

-......mminvow.maimso.ww....4r..
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SCORING INSTRUCTIONS FOR

CODING FORM CooL

8

1. It general, the,soorer will place a cheek in the boxes where the kind

of statement the child made is represented at the top of the column. For

example, if the child sais,'"Dogs and animals are the same thing.", checks

should be placed in the NCI column and, the PQ .column. Also, a check

would be place in the PQ column because. the child reoogizes that both

P and Q can exist at the same time. The specific criteria to use with

scoring each column are listed.below. The only violation to theCilock

plecesent'in a column is that if the child reverses PA in his verbal

response, place an R in the appropriate
columns\instead df a check..

For example, if the major premise says, "All P are\Q" and the child

says "There are QA and there are Ps". Since the child said that Q and P

J _

exist in his answer, we score it as PeQ and place an Ajn the column be-

cause of the reversal. More than one column can be scored (LAr R) for

each item.

2. The throe sections of each item that have severalword responses are

scored. each section has a line on the form. There are two forms4, one for

Parts I and III, and the other for II and IV items.

3. The meanings of the symbol in each column is as follows:

A. Class Relationships

a) PQ R.sponse indicates PA.And (4 are the same in number or'size0\

ex: "They al,e4the same". "There are dogs and there are animals",

b) P(Q : There are more Q than P.
4

c) P>Q :.There are more P than go

d) 00: P' and Q exist as separate variables.

ex: "There are dogs and there are animal:, ". "A thing ia either a

tree or a piantV.

e) P and Q are the same.

ex: "All dogs cot animie and all animaiJ are dogs".

) 4,10 : There is some overlap tetween P and Q.

ex: "Some doge animals". "Some animals are dog.; ".

g) (E) : P exists as a subclass of Q.

ex: "A dog is an animal". '
:>ge are animals".

8'

t



h) Q is a subordinate group to P.

ex: "All animas are dogs","An animal is a dog".

i) Other: Put a symbolfor an other kind of response the+ needs to

be rOcorded. In tha notes area below, the oymbol should,be ex.

plained. Rx.1"There are doge". This would be scored P only.

BD Logical Relationships

a) P only the existence of P is recognized.

ex:"There is a dog",

b). Q : only the existence of Q is recognized.

ex: "There are plants".

c) : only the existenceof the negative of P

ex: "There is no dog". "This not a ball".

d) l! : only the existence of the negation of Q

is recognized.

is recognized.

ex : "There is no animal."

e) PnO. : The existence of both P and Q is recognized.

ex : "There are'dogs and there are animals.", "You said all dogs

are animals"; "Animals can be dogs and dogs can be animals."

frrA : recognizes that the negation of P can exist while Q exist.

ex : "There. is no dogs but there are animals", "All dogs ire

animals, but not all animals are dogs."

It can be infe:.:ed from some answers that ,P Q is intended.

ex : "'E'very dog.must be an animal too.", implies that animal is

aupeiordinate, and animals can exist that are not dogs.

g).P.Q : recognizes that the negation of P and Q can exist. at the same

time.

ex : "There are no"dogs or animals,"

This.answer oan also be inferred from correctly applied implication

or other answers in which P.Q is not stated directly.

ex :"All dogs are animals, but not all animals are dogs.", "If this

is a dog, than it must be an animal, because all dogs are animals.",

"If this were not a dog, it might or might not be an animal."

h) (P.) : says that P can exist even when Q does not.

ex : "There are no round. things, but this is a ball anyway.", "Thia

is a dog but not an animal."

90



i) N(PA) : denies that P and can exist at the same time.

ex: "There are no dogs that are not animals".

This can sometimes be inferred from a good implication response, ex:

"This dog must bei an animal because all dogs are animals."

j) P+11
means that a term was added. For example,"all trees are green

'1148

and all plants are green so this must be a plant."

)4 Other: Mark any other kind of response that should be recorded

(dealing with logical understanding) with a symbol and explain

the symbol at the bottom of the page under "notes",

0.1

l
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* Part I III (circle)

~,&./* ,&
A. Class relationships $4 B. Logical Relationships
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